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For more information visit

pakmanparcelbox.com.au

Never miss a parcel
delivery again!

INSTALL YOUROWNPARCELDELIVERY BOXATHOMENEAR

YOURDOORORFENCEFORDELIVERIES BY ALL COURIERS.

OptiOnal mailbOx

available separately

Removable lid can be

replaced with a Pakman

mailbox for regular mail.

integrated tracking

technOlOgy

Register your parcel

box online.

Participating couriers scan

the unique 2D barcode on

the door for proof of delivery.

You receive confirmation of

delivery by email or SMS

message.

resettable

cOmbinatiOn lOck

cOnvenient secure

parcel chute

Accepts most packages

including large A3 boxes.

pakman preferred

numbers available

separately

secure parcel

delivery dOOr

With 3-way locking

system (ideal for

delivery of large

fragile parcels like

wine bottles).

available in

three cOlOurs

White Charcoal Sand

Ideal foronlIneShoppIng

  



How it works...

4.
Courier Delivers

ParCel

Upon delivery, participating couriers can scan the

MyLocate barcode to confirm your address and

identify the code to access the secure storage

area when delivering larger parcels.

2.
install FreestanDing

or Built-in

Your Parcel Delivery Box can be located in various

positions. Install near your front door, the fence line

with an optional mailbox or wall mount into a

wooden, brick or concrete rendered fence.

1.
register Your

ParCel DeliverY Box

Register your parcel box online and record your

unique MyLocate serial number, combination lock

code and delivery preferences to receive email or

SMS alerts when parcels have been delivered.

3.
go sHoPPing

online

When making a purchase add delivery instructions

to advise the courier to use the Pakman Parcel Box

and provide the code for the combination lock so

they can access the secure storage area.

6.
Convenient seCure

ParCel DeliverY

Pakman Parcel Delivery Boxes are a convenient way

to securely accept delivery of items when you’re not

at home. Safe and secure parcel delivery 1st time.

Never miss an online parcel delivery again!

5.
You reCeive DeliverY

notiFiCation

When participating couriers scan the unique

MyLocate barcode on the door, you receive

confirmation of delivery by email or SMS message

as recorded in your preferences when registering.
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SAFETY
MAKEOVER

Stylized
Detection
Products

Maximum Protection
Photoelectric Smoke, Fire and
Carbon Monoxide Alarms
for the DIY enthusiast.

www∃fir∀ta∗ert∃c∋m
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Congratulations to the lucky

winners of our Lockwood and

Rain Harvesting competitions

from the January 2014 issue.

Lockwood
n Leanne Bree, VIC

n Tahlee Jones, NSW

n Steve Bumbak, WA

n Lisa Robbins, VIC

n Karlee Amor, NSW

n Kevin Kelly, QLD

nMatthew Stevens, VIC

Rain Harvesting
n John Bennett, WA

n Tina Kelsey, QLD

n Bob Kaighin, VIC

nMonique Brown, WA

n Emma Puszkar, TAS

n Patricia Harkin, VIC

n Jen Borowik, ACT

n Kylie Turner, QLD

nMarilena Marsili, VIC

n Curt Pahl, NSW

Online paint tools
In the past I have made the mistake

of picking a colour, having it mixed

up and painting the entire room

before realising I was unhappy with

the shade. It’s such a huge waste of

time, effort and money.

Having read the story on page 42,

next time I’ll go online and use the

clever room simulators and calculators

to get a clear picture of what it will

look like before even lifting a brush.

Changing seasons
Now that autumn is offcially here,

there’s plenty to do in the garden.

This is the ideal time to plant

fowering bulbs in preparation for

an explosion of colourful blooms

next spring. We have tips on how to

design your own display, on page 118.

There’s also a guide to the essential

garden tools for green thumbs and

how to care for them, from page 128.

And if you need inspiration for

your Easter decorations, check out

our easy ideas on page 134.

Enjoy the issue.

managing Editor

LEE DASHIELL

tHis issue

We love seeing what you are working on

and sharing it with other readers, but we

often receive photos that are too small to

publish. If you’re sending in a project,

please make sure your photos have:

n A Vle size of at least 1MB

n Image size 2000 x 1000 pixels or more.

Take your photograph in good light and

try a few shots at different times of the

day. If you are photographing a single

item, place it on a clean background.

Visit handyman.net.au to upload.

don’t takesHots fromodd angles,

in low resolution orwith shaky hands.

domake sure that the subject is

centred, well lit and in focus.

K
eeping chickens seems to be

a very popular pastime among

Handyman readers and building

a chook coop is one of the most

downloaded projects on our website.

If you’re tempted by the idea of

fresh eggs every day, we’ve covered all

the basics in our guide, from page 16.

At home we have four chooks. They

are plain old Isa Browns, but these have

much more personality than our last

ones. They run over to greet us, then

squat down so we can pick them up.

When we clipped these chooks’

wings they still managed to fy over

the fence. It wasn’t such a big deal

until they started to destroy the garden.

Now, fnally we have them

contained and the only thing we

have to worry about is locking up

the coop at night to deter foxes.

ShowuS yourDIy &wIn $300

Handyman
Winners
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ScotchBlue™ Painter’s Tapes

ScotchBlue™

Painter’s tape
with Edge-Lock™

paint line protector

∀ Sharp

∀ Sharp

∀ Sharp

✗ Poor paint line

✗ Adhesive Residue

✗ Tearing

What you don’t
want to happen

3M, ScotchBlue, the Plaid Design and the BLUE

colour of the tape are registered trademarks of 3M.

© 3M 2014. All Rights Reserved.www.scotchblue.com.au

ScotchBlue™ Painter’s Tape gives you the edge.

  



www.metalmate.com.au

Aluminium Profiles & Sheets

Galvanised Steel Profiles & Joiners

Mini Ripple Iron

Slotted Steel

Connect-It

S−∗0∃d St∃∃−

C∗nn∃ct-It

St∃∃− ∋∗in∃r∀
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Colourful corner
Turn that wasted corner of the

patio into a foral showpiece by

installing a Whites Heavy Duty

OutdooO CoOneO Plant Stand, $77.

The thOee-tieOed stand is

made of coated steel with a scOoll

embellishment acOoss the face

and slots toSetheO in seconds.

whitesSOoup.com.au

Avian art
COeate a coastal theme foO

youO seaside abode with the

YaOdeez WiOe SeabiOd, $46.

At 150 x 600 x 530mm,

this bOonze-look wiOe desiSn

will bOinS sculptuOal style into

a SaOden of any size.

noOthcotepotteOy.com

9

Kick bad style to the kerb and make the front of

your house stand out from the crowd

HAndystuff

words ASHleigH PerriOTT

Designer doormats
Let the Bayliss BC Patterned Coir Mat,

about $11, serve both as a friendly

welcome and carpet saviour.

Available in six bright Poral

designs, it’s an effective wiper

for guests with dirty feet.

For seriously muddy shoes,

make them use the Bayliss Boot

Scraper Outdoor Mat, about $20.

baylissOuSs.com

Meet and greet
If you’re looking for a quirky

alternative to the traditional

welcome mat, try a friendly

piece of wall art instead.

The Yardeez Welcome

ButterPy Plaque, about

$17, is made of ceramic

with a grey fnish.

Hang it on the wall

next to the front

door to put visitors

instantly at ease.

noOthcotepotteOy.comBrighten up an unused corner

9ith layers of colourful blooms.
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The Polyfilla range allows you to easily
choose the right filler for the right task.

Polyfilla
®

Ready To Use

filleR Range

Polyfilla’s premium formulations:

• Easy to sand

• Resistant to cracking

• Set to a hard and durable fnish

• Easy and convenient water clean-up

• No lumps, therefore no kneading required

• Excellent smooth surface fnish, every time

• Solutions for most types of cracks, dents and holes

inTRodUcing The new Polyfilla
®

BaThRoom & KiTchen filleR
A ready to use extra-durable broadwall filler, ideal for fillings cracks, dents and

holes where moisture and mould is an issue such as bathrooms, kitchens and laundries.
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Perfect weave
Love the look of natural fbres but

hate the way they rot when wet?

Try the Tuscan Path Poly Rattan

Haven Pot, $90, on your front step.

Brown poly rattan is woven

for a natural appearanRe but won’t

be destroyed by rain or watering

the plants. It’s lightweight too so

it’s easy to move around the garden.

tusRanpath.Rom.au

THis issue
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Colour care
Make your metalwork a feature

of your house front with the Dulux

Metalshield range, from about $13.

Available in more than 1000

colours, the Metalshield

range protects gates,

gutters, downpipes

and fretwork from

rust, corrosion

and fading for

a durable fresh look.

dulux.Rom.au

Basket case
Get a lush look by adding extra

plantings to your entranRe in Lotus

colleRtion Hanging Baskets with

coRonut Lining, from $3 eaRh.

The basket and Rhain are

made from steel for extra

strength. The RoRonut lining

gives a natural Pnish and

nourishes the plants.

bunnings.Rom.au

Out of sight
claim baRk privaRy at the front of

your home with the coolaroo

Design series sRreens, $149.

They’re easy to install and

Ran be Rleaned with a hose.

EaRh blaRk Ranvas sRreen

measures 890 x 1780 x 30mm,

and is framed in euRalyptus.

Roolaroo.Rom.au

Hanging baskets flled with blooms

make a dramatic doorstep statement.

Sustainable sofa
Torn between a love of

timber and concern for the

environment? Invest in

the Mimosa Curved Timber

Day Bed With Cushion, $398.

It’s crafted from Forest

Stewardship Council certifed

timber and fnished with a natural

look oil. With weather-resistant

cushions, it can hold up to 200kg.

bunnings.Rom.au

  



Secure mailbox
Spice up your front entrance

with a Sandleford Emden Wall

Mount Mailbox, about $45.

Available in bright orange or

red it stands out in a crowd, and

the galvanised steel casing and

lockable front door means your

mail will be protected.

It comes with all the fasteners

needed for a simple set-up.

sandleford.com.au

12 APRIL 2014 Australian Handyman
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install an arched entrance on your

property to make a grand statement.

Babbling brook
Get the peaceful ambient sound of

running water by installing a Water

Magic nero Fountain, $313.

its 450 x 370mm design is

compact enough to use in a driveway

or as a feature in a neglected corner

of your front garden.

northcotepottery.com/water-magic

Grand entrance
create a cottage garden feel for

the entrance of your front yard

with the Gardman Provincial

Garden Arch, $169.

ideal for climbing planPs, iP

has a naPural Pimber Mnish PhaP’s

easy Po painP or sPain.

PlanP climbers such as wisPeria,

clemaPis or bougainvillea Po

complePe Phe coPPage Pheme.

brunnings.com.au

Security guard
Paranoid about intruders? Keep

them away from your house with

the Brilliant Avalon LED Twin

Security Sensor Lights, $129.

Each one has four energy-saving

LEDs in an aluminium, fully adjustable

head to cover every angle of approach,

and an IP44 weatherproof rating.

brillianPlighPing.com.au

  



All the room you need
without the need for room
From Australia’s most trusted iconic brand comes the world’s
slimmest retracting clothesline. It comes with enough line space
to hang an entire family wash, including bed sheets, and then
retracts into a sleek, discreet wall-mounted or freestanding*
unit that’s slimmer than the width of a credit card. Available
as a 4 or 6 line unit, the Hills Slim Retracting Clothesline is
as beautiful as it is practical.

hillshome.com.au

* Requires post-kit and mounting bracket.

Both sold separately. Slim 6 line Stone featured.

Also available in Silver.

  



buyer’sguide
painting to

ols
words ashleigh perriott PICTUrE stuart scott

Portable pot
FoU feweU PUipT anP betteU

hanPling Pecant youU paint fUom

the can into a Uni-PUo 600ml

Paint Pot with bUuTh holPeU, $4.

MaPe of lightweight plaTtic, it’T

Tolvent-UeTiTtant To can be uTeP

foU any Ttain oU paint.

Pour form
rePuce the UiTk of TplatteUT

with the Uni-PUo No dUip Paint

PouUeU with cap anP Teal, $4.

deTigneP foU a Tnug ft on

a 4L can, it’T Telf-Tealing,

Tolvent-UeTiTtant anP haT

a Tpout foU eaTy pouUing.

On edge
do you TtUuggle to paint in

a TtUaight line? simplify the

pUoceTT of painting winPow

fUameT anP tUimT with the

wagneU TUim-it Tool, $10. The

hanPle holPT 125ml of paint to

coat up to 18 metUeT in no time.

14 APRIL 2014 AuTtUalian HanPyman

  



Simplify your next big decorating job with this round-up

of inexpensive painting tools and accessories

Preen clean
Good quality paintbrushes

should last a lifetime but

cleaning them is often a chore.

Try the ABC Monarch Brush

Comb, $3, to easily remove

dried paint or flament build-up

that can leave brushes stiff.

Stirring stick
Prepare paint properly with

the Trojan 100mm Paint Mixer,

$11. Attachable to a standard

power drill it ensures your

paint, adhesive or mortar is

thoroughly mixed. Suitable for

use in fve to 20L containers.

In the groove
Cut corners the right way with

a Monarch Paint Edge Trimmer,

$6. A rubber handle ensures

comfortable grip and control

while the specially designed

paint applicator provides

a fnish free of brushmarks.

15Handyman.net.au APRIL 2014
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H
aving chickens in the backyard

means much more than a daily

bounty of fresh eggs.

Free-range chooks keep the garden

healthy by aerating soil and fertilising

with their manure. They also control

garden pests such as slugs and reduce

kitchen waste by eating scraps.

Chooks make great pets, teaching

kids about fresh food and responsibility,

plus they have lively personalities that

will keep the family entertained.

Housing chooks
Chickens should ideally be raised free

range to keep them healthy and allow

them to forage naturally. House them

in a coop at night for protection from

the elements and predators.

Another option is a chicken tractor,

which is a mobile coop with no foor

that lets the chooks scratch and forage

different patches of the yard while

keeping them contained.

TIP Chickens are social creatures and

should be kept in groups of at least two.

Keep poultry in the backyard for

a steady supply of eggs and fertiliser

Raising
chooks

words daniel butkovich

if you are unsure about

keeping chooks, you can rent

them, along with coops and

feeders, and have the option

of buying them at the end of

the rental period.

n Rentachook Sydney,

rentachook.com.au

n bookachook Melbourne,

bookachook.com

n citychicks Sydney,

Melbourne and brisbane,

citychicks.com.au

Try before you buy

Building the coop
When designing a coop, allow at least

0.4 square metres per laying hen.

If chickens aren’t kept free range,

they will need a run, which is an

enclosure to move about in during the

day, with an additional 0.4 square

metres of space per laying hen.

Give hens a place to lay eggs by

making a nesting box from a wooden

crate, a drawer or even a lawnmower

grass catcher. One nest for every three

hens is a good starting point.

Chooks will need a perch 300mm

off the ground with at least 300mm

of space per bird. Add a deep layer of

wood shavings to the foor of the coop.

You can install a removable

dropping board made from plywood

beneath the perch to make cleaning

the coop easier and reduce litter costs.

Simply scrape droppings into a bucket

daily and place into the compost.

TIP Coops need a wire perimeter

dug into the ground to a depth of

at least 50mm to deter predators.
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Foraging chickens help keep the

garden in peak condition.
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there are dozens of chicken breeds that vary in their egg production, personality and the climate extremes they can

tolerate. choose one that suits your location and the needs of your family.

Choosing a chook

EGGS three per week

NAturE Placid and friendly

CLIMAtE Damp

EGGS FDur per week

NAturE sFarP and dDcile

CLIMAtE cDld

EGGS FDur per week

NAturE calF and genPle

CLIMAtE cDld

EGGS Five per week

NAturE hens dDcile, rDDsPers ferce

CLIMAtE hDP and cDld

EGGS six per week

NAturE affecPiDnaPe and quieP

CLIMAtE hDP and cDld

EGGS three per week

NAturE lDud and acPive

CLIMAtE hDP

EGGS six per week

NAturE shy and nervDus

CLIMAtE hDP

EGGS Five per week

NAturE calF and dDcile

CLIMAtE cDld

EGGS three per week

NAturE acPive and alerP

CLIMAtE hDP

Plymouthrock

sussex

barnevelDer isabrown white leghorn

rhoDe islanDreD australorP

anDalusian camPine
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What to feed chooks

Chooks are omnivores and need a healthy,

balanced diet to enable regular egg production.

Worms, grubs, insects, grains and layer pellets

provide protein, while poultry grit and crushed

eggshells contain calcium, which is essential for

laying hens to ensure the formation of strong shells.

Also important in a chook’s diet are greens

including weeds, grass and kitchen scraps such as

lettuce, cabbage or silverbeet. Leftovers of bread,

meat and cheese can be fed in moderation.

Never feed your chickens rhubarb, onion, garlic,

avocado, chocolate or any kind of citrus fruit.

Plenty of fresh water, changed daily, will keep

your chickens healthy and happy. Clean the water

containers thoroughly at least once a week to

prevent the build-up of algae.

TIP Avoid feeding chooks lawn clippings, as long

strands may cause their crops, located just below the

throat, to become impacted which can be fatal.

Many breeds are docile and friendly,

and make wonderful family pets.
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Buy a ready-made coop
If you don’t have the time to design and build your own chicken enclosure, there is a wide range of fat-packed

coops available to buy from Bunnings that are easy to set up in a couple of hours.

QiQ-Fix ‘The Chalet’ Mobile Chicken
Coop and Run, $499.

Boyle Timber Fruit Crate, $36.
boyleindustries.com.au

QiQ-Fix ‘Pet Castle’ Chicken
Coop, $299.

Whites Chicken Wire, 900mm
wide, $15 for a 10m roll.

whiteswires.com.au

Build an A-frame coop
Made from reclaimed timber and

chicken wire, this compact coop

is the ideal size for a small backyard

and gives a pair of chooks a safe

place to roost at night.

It can be easily transported around

the yard for rotated foraging, keeping

land well grazed and giving it

a chance to recover each

time the coop is moved.

This one has a covered

section to protect the birds

from the elements and

a door at either end.

Install a simple

timber fruit crate as

a cosy nesting box.

This compact coop can house two
chickens with room to spare.

Get more online

Visit handyman.net.au/mag to
build this A-Frame Chicken Coop.

  



Visit whiteknightpaints.com.au for all the tools, tips and

tricks you will need to achieve results you can be proud of.

Anyone can achieve professional results with Rust Guard. And with

Rust Guard’s superior rust protection, those results are sure to last.

Achieve
professional results.

Without
professional experience.

Scan to view

step-by-step

how-to video

and painting tips
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Windows glazAd with polycarbonatA

lAt in sunlight during wintAr, HAAping

thA housA warm and wAathArproof.

time 1 dAy
skill intermediAte

tOOls circulAr sAW,
jigsAW, drill

DIY $325

On the dog house, the reveals,

architraves and roof edging are cut

with opposing mitres at the ends.

To ensure tight joints, it’s best

to measure and cut directly from

the openings and edges, as even

a variation of 1mm or so from the

ideal will result in conspicuous gaps.

All the trim pieces are primed

fnger-jointed LOSP treated pine,

with the reveals cut from 20 x 12mm

timber, the architraves 30 x 12mm,

and the edging 30 x 20mm.

tiP Visit handyman.net.au for a full

cutting list including the ideal lengths

of all reveals, architraves and edging.

Cut the trim
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Glazing the windows
Thin polycarbonate can be cut with tinsnips or heavy-duty scissors, but thicker sheets should be cut with a fne-toothed

saw such as a tenon saw. OncO thO framing and walls arO complOtO, sOcurO thO polycarbonatO to thO window rOvOals.
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W
hen building a home for

your dog, it’s important

to fnd a balance between

cosy shelter and room to move.

This double-skillion cottage is

designed to suit smaller dogs, and

is ideal for a verandah or courtyard.

The kennel is framed and trimmed

using primed fnger jointed LOSP (light

organic solvent preservative) treated

pine. It is clad with strong and durable

merbau VJ (vertical joint) boards, also

called tongue-and-groove panelling.

create a snug home for your dog, with glazed windows to

let in light and mezzanine storage for treats and toys

l1 CUT THE polyCarbonaTE shOOts

with a tOnon saw, clamping a lOngth

of timbOr ovOr it as closO as possiblO

to thO cut linO to act as a bracO.

l2 DrIll ClEaranCE HolES for

scrOws using a twist bit. apply masking

tapO ovOr thO surfacO and usO low rOvs

with minimal prOssurO.

l3 InSTall THEWInDoWS by

applying a bOad of clOar siliconO

around thO rOvOals thOn positioning

thO shOOts and sOcuring with scrOws.

p
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canine
cottage

projECT jOhn bOwler

The roofs and Jooring are built

from plywood and the base from

hardwood to add stability and let the

structure sit directly on the ground.

A pair of windows on one side are

glazed with clear polycarbonate so

the house can be oriented to catch

the warmth of the sun during winter.

Cut the timber components

using a circular saw and straightedge

guide and assemble the dog house

using exterior PVA adhesive, screws

and galvanised nails.

reveal

silicOne
masking
Tape

pOlycarbOnaTeTimber
brace

TenOn
saw

The GIIf lifts uH tI HGIvide extGa sHace

tI stIGe the lead and ItheG accessIGies.
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1
Make the base
Drill 3mm pilot holes at the end

joints of the bearers, apply exterior

PVA adhesive and secure with screws.

Apply adhesive along the top of the

bearer frame and position the foor,

drilling 5mm clearance holes to secure

with screws at 150mm centres.

4
Assemble the walls
Use adhesive and nails to secure

the front and back walls to the bearers.

With the assembly on its side, secure

the side walls to the corner battens

using adhesive and nails. Attach corner

mouldings then drill starter holes and

use a jigsaw to cut out the windows.

2
Assemble the outer panels
Apply adhesive in the grooves,

clamp the boards and leave to dry. Cut

the gable ends and mark the divider

centreline 160mm from the edge of

the side with the lower roof. Secure the

corner battens with nails, 55mm from

the base and 12mm from the edge.

5
Attach the mezzanine foor
Secure the mezzanine battens

with screws then notch the corners

of the foor to ft around the corner

battens and attach with screws. Secure

the divider boards with screws, then

use a hand plane to bevel the top edge

of the divider to match the wall angle.

3
Cut out the door
Mark the door opening with a 30º

pitch to match the lower roof. Drill

starter holes then use a jigsaw to cut

out the door. Use a mitresaw to cut

the reveals and architraves with 45º

mitres at the base and 60º around the

top. Secure using adhesive and nails.

6
Secure the roofng
Plane the edge of the lower roof

to ft against the divider then attach

the roof edging, window reveals and

architraves. Secure battens to the

divider and side walls then attach

the lower roof. Edge the top roof then

secure it with screws and butt hinges.

Build the dog house

corner

moulding

wall

corner

batten

corner

batten

end

mezzanine

batten

starter

holes

jigsaw

55mm

12mm

mezzanine

floor

roof

edging

edging

notch

corner

batten

floor

bearer

adhesive

12mm

offcut

nail
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Canine cottage
measurements in mm

Handyman.net.au
Download the tools, materials

and costs to make this project.

fasteners

tyPe use

treated pine screws,

65mm x 8g
Bearers

treated pine screws,

25mm x 8g
Floors, roofs

Round head screws,

12mm x 6g
Polycarbonate

Galvanised bullethead

nails, 40mm x 1.6mm
edging

Galvanised bullethead

nails, 25mm x 1.6mm

Battens,

VJ boards

Galvanised bullethead

nails, 18mm x 1.2mm

Reveals,

architrave

window
architrave

door
architrave

window
reveal

door
reveal

hinge

front
bearer

side
bearer

floor

mezzanine
floor

upper
roof

lower
roof

end
wall

side
wall

75

70150

200

450

300

divider

base divider
batten

top divider
batten

side corner
batten

roof
batten

endmezzanine
batten

240

100

100

316

40

20

20

55

60

50

430

140

20º

30º

570

roof
upper
edge

edge
return

roof
long
edge

high
corner
mould

high
corner
mould

low
corner
mouldmezzanine

batten

cutting list

PARt sIZe No.

hardwood

side bearers 570 x 65 x 20 2

Front and back bearers 316 x 65 x 20 2

exterior plywood

Floor 570 x 356 x 12 1

Mezzanine Voor 570 x 196 x 12 1

upper roof 660 x 285 x 12 1

Lower roof 660 x 230 x 12 1

merbau vJ boards

end walls 380 x 85 x 12 14

side walls, divider 570 x 85 x 12 12

primed fJ losp piJe

Base divider battens 265 x 20 x 20 2

top divider battens 120 x 20 x 20 2

side corner battens 395 x 20 x 20 2

Roof andmezzanine battens 570 x 20 x 20 2

endmezzanine battens 176 x 20 x 20 2

Low corner moulds 340 x 30 x 12

340 x 20 x 12

2

2

High corner moulds 470 x 30 x 12

470 x 20 x 12

2

2
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Sizing up your pet
DETERMINE THE SIZE of door you

need before you buy, by measuring

the shoulder width of your pet.

MEASURE THE TUMMY HEIGHT of the

animal from the ground and use this

to determine the distance from the

foor to the base of the pet door.

M
ore than half of Australian

and New Zealand households

have at least one dog or cat as

a domestic pet. More and more, animals

are becoming part of the family.

While it is common to keep larger

dogs in the yard for security, most

owners also allow their pets the run

of the house. But they still need regular

access to the outdoors.

The use of litter trays offers cats

an indoor toilet facility, but a dog

always has to go outside. This usually

entails getting a human’s attention,

having them open the door, and then

barking to be allowed back in.

The provision of a pet door allows

animals to come and go without

disturbing anyone. It took this Lhasa

Apso called Amber half an hour to get

the hang of using her new door.

Personal style
Pet doors come in a range of sizes,

styles, colours and security options,

to suit the individual needs of the

animal and the homeowner.

Dog doors and cat faps are

available for ftting to solid doors, glass

doors and screen doors. They can be

Give your four-legged friend easy access to the

outdoors with a simple DIY solution

install
a pet door

pRojEcT frank gardner MAIN pIcTURE stuart scott

designed to open only one way or

both, and can be locked for security.

To prevent the opening being used

by unwelcome visitors such as strays,

possums or other small animals, some

doors come armed with sensors that

will only unlock when they detect

a magnetic strip in the pet’s collar.

With this approach, your pet

effectively has its own key pass to open

the door and lock it after entry, with

no unauthorised access permitted.

the base should be no higher

than tummy height so that the animal

can pass through easily.

also consider the agility of your

pet. an old arthritic dog or overweight

cat won’t use the entry if it requires

an energetic climb or leap of faith.
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A pet Aoor shoulA be installeA at the

animal’s tummy height for comfort

Hhen entering anA exiting the house.

p
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s

time 2 Hours
skill bAsic

tools drill, jigsAw

DIY $70
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1
Set the pet hole baseline
Use a spirit level to mark the base

cutout line while the door is still

in position on its hinges. This will

ensure the pet door appears plumb,

even if the door is not. Remove the

door and place it on a pair of

sawhorses. Check the line height.

4
Cut out the door hole
Drill a 10mm diameter hole in one

corner of the rectangle, making sure

the hole is kept on the inside of the

lines for a neat fnish. Position the

blade of a jigsaw in the starter hole

and, staying just to the inside of the

marked lines, cut out the shape.

2
Mark the door centre
Find the centre of the door on the

baseline. Measure and mark 115mm to

either side for a 230mm wide door.

TIP If a template is provided with the

pet door, attach it at the desired height

on the line with masking tape. Mark

the drilling points and cut lines.

5
Drill clearance holes
Sand the edges using 120 grit paper

then position the outer side of the pet

door. Swing the Pap in both directions

to check movement and adjust if

needed. Mark the position of the four

fastening bolts, drilling 4mm clearance

holes at each attachment point.

3
Sketch the door cutout
Position a set square or builder’s

square on the 115mm corner setout

marks and draw two vertical lines,

265mm in length, perpendicular to the

ends of the horizontal baseline. Draw

the top horizontal line to complete the

door rectangle to be cut out.

6
Secure the pet door
Paint all cut surfaces to protect the

timber then position both the internal

and external components tightly

against the door. Insert the fastening

bolts and secure the two halves.

Re-hang the door and begin training

your pet to enjoy its new freedom.
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Install the pet door

TemPlATe

line

height

sawhorse

Door

centre

115mm

tape

measure

set

square

Door

cutout

STArTer

Hole

Jigsaw

cut line

clearance

hole

sanDeD

eDge

sanDeD

eDge

Fastening

bolt

internal

component

glass

Door

  



Dulux Design
Metallic
Dulux® Design Metallic™ paint contains real metal
pigment so the fnish refects light like uncoated
metal. Get a luxurious sheen by applying with a
brush, roller or spray; or experiment with application
techniques to replicate brushed metal fnishes.

Dulux is a registered trade mark and Design Stone, Design Metallic, Design Suede and Design Pearl are trade marks of DuluxGroup
(Australia) Pty Ltd

For more interiors
inspiration, visit
Dulux.com.au

Colour consultancy
service
Call 13 25 25

Types of pet door
Whatever type of door you have, there’s a pet entrance

at Bunnings to suit all furry friends, large and small.

Hartman Pet Door for
Sliding Doors, $185.

Petzplus Dog
Door, $89.

Petzplus Electronic
Pet Door, $66.

Petzplus Cat
Door, $50.

Petzplus Magnetic
Collar Key, about $7.

Romak Pet
Door, $52.

  



®

Gi14758

Seals out water

Works on wet,oily
and dirty surfaces
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Pet care
for peanuts
Don’t spend a fortune, try these clever

ideas using items found at home

File claws with sandpaper
Most dogs don’t like having their

claws fled, but doing so will keep

them in good condition and avoid

splitting in cold weather.

To ease your dog’s stress about

the nail-fling devices used by

groomers, cut a small round of

Cook up an eggy treat
A weekly scrambled egg added to your

cat’s or dog’s food will keep its coat

shiny, and it’s a healthy

treat most pets love.

Raw eggs are off

limits, because

of the risk of

salmonella

contamination.

When you replace your

computer mouse mat, use

the old one as a placemat for

your pet’s food bowl.

Not only does it stop the

bowl skidding around the

kitchen, it also catches spills.

medium-grit

sandpaper, wrap it

around your index fnger

and rub gently.

Stop frequently to give praise and

reinforce good behaviour with a treat.

Shrink an old jumper
Keep a dog warm during winter walks

by shrinking an old item of woollen

knitwear. Choose a jumper that’s at

least three times too big for the animal.

Put it into the washing machine

with 60ml mild detergent and set the

temperature to hot on a full load,

even though it’s just one item.

Reshape the jumper while it’s damp

so that the neck is wide enough to Ct

over your dog’s head. The arms should

Ct over the dog’s two front legs and the

body of the jumper should reach about

halfway down the back.

Cat-and-mousemat
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Meet Modular.

Base Units

1032 Base Unit 516 Base Unit 1032 Tower Unit Universal Corner Unit

Plus Accessories

Creates hundreds of storage solutions.

Simple.
Creative.
Modular.

And take control over your space.

Let birds branch out

Snip a small tree branch to put

in your bird’s cage. It’ll be

able to use it as a perch

to see what’s going

on, and will also

peck it to sharpen

its beak.

Bicarb in the bed
When your pet’s bed is between

washes, remove odours by

sprinkling it with bicarbonate of

soda, then let it sit for an hour.

Shake off the bicarb

outside and vacuum

thoroughly before allowing

your pet to use the bed.

What could be more fun for

a frisky cat than chasing a torch

beam in a large, darkened room?

Make sure not to s?ine t?e

lig?t in t?e eyes and remove any

s?arp-cornered furniture and

breakables to avoid t?e cras?ing

t?at inevitably follows t?e c?ase.

Chasing the light
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For the perfect paint fnish, start with the best preparation. Get
everything you need handed to you on a plate with Rocket. Sanding
blocks and sheets for fat areas, mouse sanders for tight spots, and
more. Head to Bunnings for premium abrasives at affordable prices.
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Use a comb as a belly scratcher

for your dog or cat. Fingernails

will do the job, too, but pets seem

to love the feel of a fne-toothed

comb digging into their fur.
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Use tights to clean a tank
Save an old pair of nylon tights to

make a glass tank or aquarium sparkle

without using harsh chemicals.

Remove the resident reptiles or fsh,

the water and any ornaments and

gravel, scrunch the tights into a ball

and use them as you would a sponge.

Make a simple cleaning solution

of one part white vinegar to one part

water. Dip the tights in and wipe the

sides and base of the tank.

Rinse the tights to remove algae

and repeat with the vinegar solution

until the tank is clean and streak-free.

Re-use an old comb
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Make a dog’s dinner
Add about a third of a soft banana

to 1½ cups of dry dog food. Slice it,

mash it or stir it into the pellets.

Not only does it add variety and

a bit of healthy sweetness, which

most dogs seem to love, but banana

can also help settle a dog’s stomach.

Carrots for canines
If you have ever been on a diet, you’ll

know all about carrying around peeled

baby carrots to satisfy a hunger pang.

The good news is that dogs

generally love raw carrots, too. They’re

sweet and healthy enough to make

them a regular part of a dog’s diet in

place of biscuits or other treats.
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Aspoonful of cheddar

Something to nibble

there’s no reason to wrestle your

dog to the ground to try and give

himmedicine. All you Aeed is

stroAgly favoured cheddar cheese.

Grate a Gmall amouAt, warm it iA

your haAdG aAd roll iAto a ball with

the pill iAGide. it Ghould go dowA iA

a matter of GecoAdG.

AlmoGt all petG, iAcludiAg dogG, catG,

rabbitG, mice aAd guiAea pigG, eAjoy

gAawiAg oA cardboard.

so do Gome birdG, Guch aG

cockatielG, Go put empty kitcheA

At bath time, you caA Gtop your

dog’G hair from cloggiAg the draiA

by placiAg a AyloA GcouriAg pad or

a GAipped-off GectioA of kitcheA

GpoAge over the plug hole.

the porouG barrier will collect

hair, which caA theA be eaGily

removed aAd diGcarded.

there’G AothiAg pleaGaAt about the

Gmell of a litter tray, but there iG

a Gimple way to coAtrol odour.

Place half a lemoA, cut-Gide

up, oA a Gaucer aAd put it oA the

foor Aext to the litter tray. For

GtubborA odourG, place Geveral

lemoA halveG oA a paper plate.

or toilet rollG aGide to keep them

occupied aAd relieve their boredom.

PetG alGo like to gAaw oA tiGGue

boxeG, but remember to remove the

plaGtic liAer oA the diGpeAGiAg GlotG.

Keep a clear drain Lemony litter
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After moving to an area with

a 24-hour cat curfew, Handyman

reader Emily Warfeld needed

a way to keep her cat, Sarah, both

entertained and exercised at home.

The cat tower Emily created is made

from fve differently shaped levels of

plywood shelf supported on PVC pipes.

‘She likes to climb, so I wanted to

make it as tall as possible,’ says Emily.

The entire

structure is

covered in

second-hand

carpet to help keep

costs down, and

features a rope scratching post

on one of the supports.

‘The total cost of materials

was about $100,’ says Emily.
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Emily’s cat tower

SArAH And

EMILY

The tall cat toweE allows SaEah to

climb safely inside the house.

Handyman readers Mark Piggott and

Emma Hourigan decided to raise

chickens as pets for their children,

Madison and Lucas, and to provide

fresh eggs. Mark built a chicken coop

to house two new chooks in the yard.

‘I used new and recycled

materials which I either found

on my local Freecycle website

or already had lying around,’

says Mark.

Mark used an

old birdcage for

the frame and

modiFed it to

include a coop

made from

corrugated rooFng

sheets. Wheels from

a broken toy car allow

the tractor to be moved

around the yard as necessary.

The inside of the coop is lined

with timber panelling that was

removed during a recent home

renovation. The Eoor, nesting boxes

and ladder are made from plywood.

‘The only material I had to buy

was the chicken wire,’ says Mark.

‘We have two happy chickens

who really love their house and

lay us an egg every day.’

MaEk and Emma’s chicken coop

MArK

The coop is almost entiEely

made fEom Eecycled mateEials.
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Animal insurance
Protect your pet and your wallet by knowing what

to look for when choosing a policy

words Ashleigh Perriott

W
e love our pets in

Australia. There are

more than 33 million

pets across the country and 59% of

households own a dog or a cat.

And because we’re so attached

to our furry family members we’re

not shy about spending big on them.

Pet ownership contributes

$4.74 billion to the economy

annually. A hefty portion of that is

spent when they need specialist care.

Each year we spend more than

$2 billion on trips to the vet,

including $224 million on surgical

procedures and $75 million on

in-patient hospital care.

When a pet gets sick

it’s an emotional time

and we want

them to

receive the

best care,

but it’s a fast way to empty a bank

account. To ensure you’re not left

with an eye-watering bill, it’s worth

considering pet insurance for when

your animal needs emergency care.

Types of cover
There are four main pet insurance

policy types ranging from accident

cover only, through illness, routine

care and third party liability.

To select the best option for your

pet, consider your income, the risk to

your pet in your area, such as when

paralysis ticks are present, and always

compare several quotes from

different companies.

Also, be sure to check

the small print, as there are

many situations an

insurance

company will

not cover.
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it’s unlikely an insurance company

will cover any of the following.

n AnimAls other than cats or dogs.

n illness or injury from

pre-existing conditions.

n Vet costs for elective

treatments such as orthodontics

or desexing unless specifed.

n treAtment of illnesses

during the waiting period of

a policy. treatment for diseases

for which there is a known vaccine

such as kennel cough.

n AnytHing to do with both

pregnancy and birth.

n dAngerous breeds that are

considered uninsurable.

n tick pArAlysis treAtment

usually has a $500 limit.

n lifetime treAtment as many

insurers will only cover for 12

months from the time of diagnosis.

n prescription food and

nutraceuticals cover.

n dentistry including dental

trauma from a car accident.

n old Age since most policies

require you to have your pet

insured before the age of seven

before they will cover them in

their later years. But some will

not insure elderly pets at all.

Common exclusions
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Urban bird houses
These unusual-looking bird boxes,

which have popped up in two suburbs

on opposite sides of London, are part

of a series of art installations called

Spontaneous City by conceptual

artists Bruce Gilchrist and Jo Joelson.

The aim of the project is to provide

a home for birds and insects while

raising awareness of the cultural

and ecological importance of green

spaces in urban areas.

The hand-made boxes, which

have been installed in Islington and

Chelsea, are designed to reLect the

surrounding architecture, mostly

a combination of Georgian

townhouses and 1960s apartments.

Each installation features

hundreds of plywood boxes of various

sizes. The boxes are secured to the

trees using a complex system of strong

rubber bands that allow the trees to

continue to grow unhindered.

The project has been developed

from the artists’ previous creation

Super Kingdom, a series of impressive

bird houses designed to resemble

the palaces of dictators.

The birds in London

have their own city

apartment complex.
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! Ultimate:
Dulux® Metalshield® PREMIUM
provides high performance corrosion
protection and superior gloss and colour
retention on all metal surfaces. Perfect
for metal trailers, fences and gates.

! Convenience:
Dulux® Metalshield® EPOXY ENAMEL
is a convenient and easy to use range
that doesn’t require a primer over
unpainted steel or wrought iron.
The range can be tinted to over
1000 Dulux colours.

! Easy:
Dulux® Metalshield® SPRAYPAKS
are the easiest way to paint detailed
or hard to reach metal areas.

Available in a range of popular
safety and Colourbond colours.

Dulux® Metalshield®

Dulux® Metalshield® is a range of premium
products that has a long standing history
in the refurbishment, protection and
decoration of metal surfaces.

The Dulux® Metalshield® range provides
excellent resistance to chalking, fading and
ensures metal surfaces maintain a higher
gloss level over time.

The Dulux® Metalshield® range has the
perfect product for all of your project needs.

The Dulux® Metalshield® range is available
in three easy to use ranges:

www.dulux.com.au/products/metalshield

  



Ditch the swatches and use the latest technology to

choose the right paint colour for your interior spaces

Online
inspiration

words sita simons

Colour palette
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W
hen it comes to painting

a room we all get impatient

for the end result, but the

process involves a long list of tasks and

decisions to be made along the way.

After multiple visits to the hardware

store, hours in the aisles pondering

different shades, then flling the boot

with sample pots and swatches, still

you can fnd yourself stuck between

going bold or sticking with neutral.

Is it any wonder that Antique

White is the best selling interior

paint colour in Australia?

But there’s no need to play it safe.

With the ever-expanding reach of

technology, there are now myriad ways

to virtually paint your home from the

comfort of your sofa. It gives you the

confdence to try every colour

combination under the sun without

picking up a brush or spending a cent.

All that’s left to do is buy the paint.

The big paint companies have got

in on the act and rolled out innovative

and effective ways of choosing the

right colour for your space, along with

great tips and advice from specialists,

interior designers and stylists.

Colour has a direct effect on the

way you feel, and in the home this

translates to the mood of the room.

Think about how the room will

be used and go for colours that

suit the energy you want.

Shades of the same colour can

enhance or decrease inherent qualities,

for example soft greens are soothing

and relaxing, while bright emerald

greens are refreshing and renewing.
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4. Formal
Dark red, gold, dark purple

2. Calming
Pale greens and blues

1. Energising
Medium reds and oranges

3. Stimulating
Sunshine yellows

One room,
four moods
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to get the best results from these

online tools, understand how the

light works in the room to be painted.

A common reason Ao be wary of

choosing colour is Ahe fear AhaA while

you may love Ahe colour in Ahe Ain, iA

mighA look very differenA on Ahe wall.

our percepAion of colour depends

on lighA, and Ahe aspecA of Ahe home

deAermines howmuch lighA geAs in.

so Ahe neuAral shade AhaA looks

sAylish and sophisAicaAed in your

dining area mighA appear grey

and dingy in your hallway.

North-faciNg rooms

have Ahe warmesA lighA

for a good porAion of Ahe

day and warm or cool

colours will work.

West-faciNg rooms are

brighAesA and sunniesA in

Ahe afAernoons, changing

from cooler Ao warmer as

Ahe day progresses.

south-faciNg rooms have

limiAed lighA AhaA remains

even AhroughouA Ahe day, so

Ahe colour will look much Ahe

same frommorning Ao nighA.

east-faciNg rooms are

brighA and sunny in Ahe

mornings, so Ahe lighA

will go from warmer Ao

cooler by laAe afAernoon.

Look to the light
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Take a picture
Once you have fgured out the

patterns of light in the room, you

can use the technology available

to make the whole experience

a creative pleasure.

Step one is to take a decent

photograph of the room to be

painted. If it’s a furnished room,

clear away clutter but keep the

key pieces in place.

Take the shot in good natural

light if possible, and if not, switch

on the artifcial lighting as it

would normally be used.

Try to take the shot from

the widest angle showing a good

expanse of wall and fooring.

Each of the big three paint

companies, Dulux, Taubmans

and British Paints, all have options

to upload a photo and overlay

it with thousands of colours,

matched to their own brands.

TIP Each site has a paint calculator

to help you work out exactly how

much you will need for the job.

Dulux

Taubmans

compile all the elements, no matter

how big or small with Dulux’s My

Project tool (dulux.com.au).

start with your ideas, theD work

out the colours, type of paiDt, how

much, aDd eveD where to buy it.

Mycolour Visualiser is part of

the My Project process. here you

upload photos of your rooms aDd

try every colour you like, mixiDg

aDd matchiDg as you please.

create a scrapbook of images,

colours aDd iDspiratioD aDd briDg all

these parts together iDto oDe visioD.

it’s free aDd easy to Davigate but

you do have to register aDd create aD

accouDt. help is at haDd with short

videos about how it all works aDd

a coDsumer helpliDe phoDe Dumber.

create a free accouDt aDd upload

photos of your rooms to select

from a full raDge of colours

(taubmaDs.com.au).

the image galleries iDclude

the sectioD where you select

a taubmaD’s room aDd view it iD

various differeDt colours.

the My colour story tool allows

you to upload a selectioD of images

you love, from beach holidays or

family get-togethers to bush walks.

the tool collates a colour story,

pickiDg out the promiDeDt hues.

it’s a great way to visualise the

colours you are truly drawD to.
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British
paints
Using the Colour Wall, you can

create schemes by choosing

a single colour that appeals, then

letting the calculator suggest the

rest (britishpaints.com.au).

This is a great tool to

experiment with if you’re never

sure what goes with what, or how

to create impact with contrast.

There is a DIY-inspiration

blog with several categories

that cover indoors, outdoors,

trends, preparation and tips,

and a small image gallery.

Just Landed!
New Air Compressor Range by Ozito.

1.5 HP, 24L AIR COMPRESSOR
+ 20 PIECE AIR TOOL KIT

*OR $99 AIR COMPRESSOR ONLY

1.5 HP
INFLATION KIT

$ΟΟ

ozito.com.au

$149
*

  



Four inspiring apps

Sun Seeker, $7.49
(lite verSion free)
This Australian-designed

app shows the solar path as

well as a fat-view compass

and a map view. Never be

in doubt about the sunlight

in each room again.

Paint My Wall, $4.49
(lite verSion free)
Upload your own photos

or access other images

on the net and overlay

them with thousands of

colours. Simple to use

with lots of clever tips.

ColourSnaP Studio,
free
The app of the American

paint company Sherwin

Williams, this is full of great

features including colour

matching, a paint palette

generator and much more.

Paint teSter, free
Another upload-and-paint

app, but this one allows

you to take a photo of

an actual shade of paint

you like, match it, then

compare the paint in

different light conditions.
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Surf and select

There are many sites on the internet

that offer helpful aids to ease the

process of painting a home.

Advice from interior decorators,

stylists, paint specialists, and blogs

documenting people’s own decorating

adventures provide great inspiration as

well as letting you in on trade secrets.

Here’s our round-up of the top fve

decorating blogs and four useful apps.

Not included in this list is Pinterest,

where you can view collections that

people from all over the world ‘pin’

to interiors and homes boards.

Check out the Handyman board

at pinterest.com/diyhandyman.

It’s free to join. Just be sure to clear

your schedule for at least a week when

you begin as it’s highly addictive.

l1 Houzz
Claiming to have more than

1.5 million images, this site is

a great place to start when you are

looking for inspiration and ideas.

The houses are American but

there is a huge variety of designs.

Use the function that lets you save

your favourite pictures and you’ll soon

narrow down your personal style.

houHH.com

l2 déCor8
This hugely popular design resource

was founded eight years ago by US

journalist Holly Becker, and now

averages 100,000 readers a day.

Amazing images of homes from all

over the world are just the beginning.

There are ideas, tips and advice galore,

plus courses to join and books to buy.

decoS8bMog.com

l3 aPartMent tHeraPy
No shortlist would be complete

without the behemoth of interiors

blogs, Apartment Therapy.

Founded by two brothers in

2008, the blog aims to help people

‘make their spaces beautiful,

organised and healthy’. Frequent

updates with a global contribution

base means there is something

for everyone on this site.

apaStmenttheSapy.com

l4 tHe deSign fileS
The tag line is ‘Australia’s favourite

design blog’, but this labour of love

founded by Melburnian Lucy Feagins

in 2008 is now popular the world over.

It showcases the best of design

in all its forms, from architecture

and interiors to art, craft, graphic

design and illustration.

Regular features on the site include

Australian homes every Wednesday,

and interviews with talented local

creative people every Friday.

thedesignfMes.net

l5 abSolutely beautiful tHingS
Another Australian gem, interior

designer Anna Shapiro’s blog was

established in 2006 to ‘inspire you

to live a bright and colourful life

surrounded by the things you love’.

Linking back to her shop,

Black & Spiro, in Brisbane, the blog

takes in all her creative impulses from

food, travel, family, fabric and Wowers,

and may well shape yours too.

absoMuteMybeautiPuMthings.
bMogspot.com.au

Top five decorating blogs
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T
he right equipment makes all

the difference for a professional

result when painting a room.

Large areas are more easily covered

with rollers or spray applicators, while

brushes are best around edges and on

corners, trim and woodwork.

Order of application
Finish one wall at a time to prevent

streaks. When taking a break, clean

brushes and rollers or cover in plastic.

l1 START AT THE TOP and use a brush

to paint cornices or where the ceiling

meets the wall. Paint the ceiling with

a roller starting away from the main

window and working towards the

light to avoid painting in shadow.

l2 PAINT THEWALLS starting at

the edges and doing all the corners

with a brush. Then use a roller,

beginning from the top of the wall

in square-metre sections and lapping

into the wet edge of the previous one.

TIP You can cover about two walls an

hour with a roller, taking less than

a day to paint the ceiling and walls.

l3 PAINT THE TRIM using a brush.

Work along the skirting boards, then

do the door and the window frames.

Apply a strip of low-tack masking

tape along the wall and use a trim

cutter for a clean line.

Put masking tape on the foor

along the trim to cut a line across

the base of the skirting.

Expert paint
application
Use quality tools and professional

techniques for the smoothest fnish
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Brushes are made from natural bristle,

synthetic flament or a blend of both.

NATURAL bristles are made of animal

hair that is soft and porous and best

used for oil-based paint. Avoid acrylic

as the bristles soak it up and turn limp.

SYNTHETIC FILAMENTS are best

for use on acrylic paints as they

keep their shape in moisture.

Quality flaments are tapered to

bend gradually with application.

HANDLES made of unvarnished

timber are most comfortable because

the grain raises in contact with water

or sweat to improve the grip.

CLEAN UP by wiping brushes on

newspaper and rinse away acrylic

paint in water or soak oil-based paint

in turpentine then rinse in water.

A tired hand results from hanging

onto the brush incorrectly.

Hold the handle between

thumb and forefnger, fngertips

resting at the top. Dip half the

bristles in paint then wipe on the

side of the can to remove excess.

PENCIL GRIP is for control and

precision when using long sash

brushes. Hold with your thumb

and index fnger pinching the

handle like a pencil.

HANDSHAKE GRIP is for wide

handles. Hold the handle with

your hand spanning it, thumb

on the topside like a handshake.
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Gripping it right

Using a paintbrush

Uni Pro You Can Do It Cutter Brushes,
from about $5. unipro.com.au

Monarch brushes for windows and doors,
from about $14. austbrush.com.au
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A good roller is sturdy with teeth

that grip to prevent the cover from

slipping. The roller should spin freely,

have an ergonomic and solvent

resistant handle and a durable

frame with a metal arm.

Use a roller on walls, choosing

one between 230 and 270mm wide.

The nap is the pile length. Choose

a short 6mm nap for ceilings, smooth

surfaces and high-gloss paints.

Use a medium 12mm nap for

walls and fat, low-sheen or semi-gloss

paint on uneven surfaces. Use a long

20mm nap for rough surfaces.

FOAM applies a seamless fnish for

cutting close to trim.

MICROFIBRE has minimal lint

shedding, suited to most surfaces.

LAMBSWOOL is tough and durable

yet the soft fbre holds paint well

with minimal spattering.

SYNTHETIC fbres hold lots of paint

on the roller, saving application time.

MOHAIR is easy to clean and the

extra-fne fbre holds paint well.

Best with high-gloss paints.

Using a roller

Use a brush to apply paint around the

edges and into corners of the wall.

Pour paint into the tray, dip the roller

then push it back and forth on the

shallow part for even coverage.

Don’t apply paint too hDavily as

it may spattDr. UsD DvDn prDssurD

with ovDrlapping strokDs.

n START NEAR THE CEILING rolling

upwards, drawing a largD M about

onD squarD mDtrD in arDa, a mDtrD

bDlow thD cDiling. Randomly roll

strips of paint across it with DvDn

strokDs, fnishing in onD dirDction.

Start thD nDxt arDa a mDtrD

down, lapping into thD wDt DdgD.

n OVERLAP THE STROKES whilD

rolling back ovDr thD paintDd arDa

with light prDssurD to smooth and

blDnd, moving across so thD rollDr

always slightly ovDrlaps thD prDvious

strokD, continuing across thD wall.

n ROLL NEAR THE FLOOR without

rDloading, smoothing paint along

with long, horizontal strokDs, gDtting

as closD as possiblD to tapDd DdgDs.

n AROUND SKIRTING, framDs and

trim, apply horizontal strokDs.

Smooth thD paint with short, vDrtical

strokDs to match thD wall tDxturD.

Applying the paint

Uni Pro You Can Do It Micro-Fibre 230mm
Roller Cover, about $7. unipro.com.au
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Monarch 230mm Smartwool Roller
Cover, $13. austbrush.com.au
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The quickest way to apply paint to

a wall or ceiling is with a spray gun.

A high-volume low-pressure

(HVLP) gun is designed for interior

walls as it produces less overspray

and doesn’t waste paint.

A light, portable turbine carried

with a shoulder strap generates the

air pressure for spraying and is

connected to the gun by

a Hexible hose.

A standard

gun has various

settings for

accurate targeting

or a more broad

application and

usually comes

with a 1.8 litre

container that

can cover up to

12 square metres.
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Prepare the surface frst by sanding

with 180 grit paper, then wash with

sugar soap, rinse and leave to dry.

n COVER UP any surfaces you don’t

want to be sprayed. Use sheets of

newspaper over doors and windows

and drop sheets over fooring.

Protect switches, skirtings and

architraves with masking tape.

n SECURE THE SPRAY ATTACHMENT

to the gun then do a test spray

on a scrap piece of cardboard.

TIP Dilute the paint according to

the Danufacturer’s instructions.

n START IN A CORNER and hold

the gun 250DD froD the wall.

Don’t stop until the entire wall

is covered, to prevent patchiness.

Spraying a wall
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Wagner Flexio 585 I-spray Paint Sprayer,
$199. wagneraustralia.com.au

Ozito 300W Power Paint Spray Gun,
$40. ozito.com.au

Wagner Project 115 Airless
Power Sprayer, $599.

Using a spray gun
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T
here’s more to painting a door

than just slapping on some gloss.

a good result depends on the prep

work beforehand and the tools you use.

To ensure a quality fnish without

drips, remove the door from its hinges

before painting. Lie it fat acLoss a paiL

of sawhoLses and Lemove all the

haLdwaLe including hinges and knobs.

DLill a 5mm hole in the base and

two at the top, and dLive m6 x 75mm

coachscLews 40mm into the dooL.

move the sawhoLses so that the

dooL Lests entiLely on the scLews.

Finish one side, then hold the

top two scLews to Lotate the dooL

on the single base scLew.

CleAn it first
a spotless suLface that’s fLee of

dust and gLime is essential to

ensuLe smooth paint adhesion.

Using heavy-duty household

cleaneL, scLub the entiLe dooL to

Lemove oily smudges and diLt,

especially aLound the knob and

at the base. Let it dLy completely

befoLe flling any holes.

Paint a dooL

υ3 Apply A primer to the surface using

a roller. When dry, shine a light on the

door to check for any missed flaws. Cover

them with more spackling compound,

sand and reprime these areas.

υ2 repAir Any flAws using spackling

compound to fill shallow holes, scratches

and dents less than 3mm deep. For

Feeper holes, use a putty knife to apply

an epoxy two-part filler or timber filler.

υ1 sCrApe And sAnd flaking paint with

a scraper then sanF the eFges smooth

with 180 grit paper. If the hIuse was built

befIre 1970, check the paint fIr leaF with

a testing kit, frIm harFware stIres.

VaucluHe entrance door

with duracote,

2040 x 820 x 40mm, $141.

Hume savoy entrance

door with Clear GlaHH,

2040 x 1200 x 40mm, $649.

Hume illuHion entrance

door with Clear GlaHH,

2040 x 820 x 40mm, $549.

FlakIng
paInt

deep CraCk

tWo-part
FIller

spaCklIng
Compound

grey
prImer

hole

spaCklIng
Compound

sCraper

  



Repainting the front door gives

the house an instant upgrade.

υ6 ReHang tHe dooR when the paint

is dry. If it’s aI iIterior door, wait at least

two days before closiIg it to preveIt

stickiIg. FoF aI exteFioF dooF, coveF the

weatheF stFippiIg with paiIteF’s tape.

υ5 Paint tHe dooR usiIg a foam FolleF

to avoid bFushmaFks. EEge aFouIE paIels

aIE wiIEows with a bFush, theI apply two

coats of paiIt with a 100 oF 150mm FolleF.

SaIE betweeI coats with 180 gFit papeF.

υ4 Sand tHe dooR afteF pFimiIg

aIE filliIg, usiIg 180 gFit papeF aIE

a saIEiIg spoIge foF shapeE aFeas.

BFush oF vacuum, theI wipe EowI

with a Eamp cloth to Femove Eust.

»Achieve a professional result by preparing the surface
thoroughly without cutting corners
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SandInG
SponGE

SandpapEr

Foam rollEr

paIntEr’S
tapE
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A
s we head into the cooler

months, adding warmth and

ambience through lighting

can provide a much needed sense

of comfort as we feel the pinch of

the seasonal change.

Careful selection of outdoor lights

sets the tone for the welcome your

home offers to you and your guests.

Now is also a good time to boost

home security as daylight saving ends,

and a well-lit house is a powerful

deterrent to burglars.

Select the right light
Once you’ve decided on the style and

tone you want to create, the next step

is to select the best type of light for

each section of the yard from both

an aesthetic and security perspective.

For front pathways, bulbs hung on

poles or embedded in the ground

work well. Wall-mounted lights are

suitable for narrow driveways, or

can be installed on the house facade

or above the garage door for extra

guidance on a dark night.

Spotlights work particularly

well as a foliage accent hidden in

hedges, or as focused lighting for

security at the front door.

Designer
lighting

Give your entryway a warm glow

with the latest in exterior globes

Save energy and money
To keep the cost of electricity bills

down and lower your impact on the

environment at the same time, choose

LED lighting for your exterior.

LED bulbs are lower voltage,

using as little as one-third of the

energy of other globe types, and

will last much longer.

Another great energy-saving

option for the outdoors is to

install solar-powered lights,

which store up energy during

the day to be released at night.

When operating your

outdoor lights, connect the

network to a timer or install

motion sensors so the lights

only function when someone

approaches the house.

Philips MR16 7W
Dimmable LED, $30,

from Bunnings.

Osram 5W LED
Superstar Daylight,
$15, from Bunnings.

Copper Corbett Up
Down Exterior Wall

Light, $35.
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Warm lighting sets a welcoming tone
and offers a safe pathway for guests.

Kingston Copper
Hooded Exterior Wall

Light, $49.

Copper Coolum
Exterior Bollard,

$79.
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The key to this box system is that the

large box is twice as tall as the small

box, and the height of each box is

eqTal to twice its width.

This provides versatility as the

boxes can be combined in dozens of

different confgTrations that all align.

D
oes your wardrobe resemble

an untidy op shop, with

insuffcient space to store all

your clothes? The easy answer is to

install a larger one, but if space is

tight, that’s not always an option.

We’ve devised a simple system

that’s easy on the pocket, quick to

build and can be customised to ft

neatly into any space, large or small.

Stack simple plywood boxes to customise a closet

and add storage compartments DIY

Sontax 10mm Keyless Right Angle
Drill Attachment, $15. sontax.com.au

Wardrobe
organiser

Making a jig
To make the system work, yoT

need lots of box parts that have

been cTt to exact identical lengths.

This can be achieved Tsing a jig

that can also be Tsed for making

bookcases, cabinets or shelves.

Take yoTr time assembling the jig.

First secTre the saw gTide

to the saw carriage with screws,

then rTn yoTr saw against the gTide

to trim the carriage.

When yoT moTnt the carriage on

the rails, which are made of pine, Tse

a bTilder’s sqTare to make sTre the

carriage is perpendicTlar to the rails.

SecTre sSims TnderneatS tSe

carriage on tSe rails so tSe plywood

can slide Tnder it witS ease.

In just a weekend you can build

several plywood boxes and install

them as convenient wardrobe storage.

Confgure the boxes to ft the size

of the area and add stainless steel rods

in between to create hanging space.

Materials for the two large and

15 smaller boxes that make up this

wardrobe organiser cost about $460,

plus $16 for the hanging rods.

Working with plywood
We used 19mm thick CD plywood

because it is strong, can be secured

with screws and has a simple grain

and warm colour that fnishes well.

A 2400 x 1200 x 19mm sheet of

plywood costs about $75, with fve

needed to build these boxes.

If you don’t have a ute or trailer,

have the sheets cut lengthways into

380mm wide pieces then prepare the

panels DIY using our jig and a circular

saw with a straightedge guide.

For accurate cuts, measure from

the front and back of the blade to the

edge of the base plate to ensure the

blade is running parallel to it.

Check the blade is set at 90º to

the base plate with a try square. Use

a 40-tooth carbide blade for clean cuts

and set the saw depth so it just grazes

the jig base or you’ll cut it in half.

rail

ShimS

STop
block

baSe

SaW Guide

SaW carriaGe

2400

500

1200
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The boxes can be combined in many

different conHgurations for

versatile customised storage.

b
u

il
d

Time 2 days
skill inTermediaTe

TOOls circular saw,
biscuiT jOiner,
irOn, drill

DIY $460
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1
Cut the boxes
Assemble the jig and position across

a pair of sawhorses. Secure the carriage

and shims to the rails and clamp the

stop block at the required distance.

Cut the parts to the correct width

then slide beneath the carriage to

the stop block and cut to length.

4
Assemble the boxes
Apply adhesive to the slots, insert

the biscuits then position the top,

base and cleats between the sides,

clamping each box. Use a builder’s

square to check each box for square,

wipe off any excess adhesive and

leave to dry for at least an hour.

2
Apply the veneer edging
Position iron-on veneer edge strip

on all visible plywood edges, moving

a hot iron back and forth to melt the

adhesive and secure the edging. Trim

the veneer overhang using a fne

toothed fle held at a steep downward

angle then sand with 120 grit paper.

5
Join the boxes
Align the boxes to be joined and

clamp together. Use a right angled drill

chuck to drill four 2mm pilot holes to

a depth of 30mm about 50mm from

each corner. Secure the boxes with

screws or use sleeve connectors after

drilling 5mm clearance holes.

3
Cut the biscuit slots
Mark corresponding biscuit

positions on adjacent board ends

and faces and use a biscuit joiner

to cut size 20 slots in the timber.

TIP Clamp a support board Mush with

the edge to help stop the biscuit joiner

rocking as you cut the face slots.

6
Wall-mount the boxes
Make a ledger to support the boxes

by cutting two 50 x 19mm plywood

strips to length. Join them at right

angles and position 200mm from the

Moor. Secure to the wall then position

boxes on the ledger and secure to the

studs with screws through the cleats.
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Make the boxes

Jig

clamp

sawhorse

circular

saw

stop

block

veneer

strip

iron

plywood

clamp

biscuit

Joiner

support

board

adhesive

biscuits

clearance

hole

clamp
ledger

spirit

level

  



www.woodhouse-edgeline.com.au
Wardrobe organiser
measurements in mm

Cutting list

PART SIZE No.

Plywood Cd

small Box

Sides 490 x 380 x 19 2

Top/base 207 x 380 x 19 2

Cleats 207 x 90 x 19 2

large Box

Sides 980 x 380 x 19 2

Top/base 452 x 380 x 19 2

Cleats 452 x 90 x 19 2

fasteners

TyPE uSE

Size 20 biscPits All joints

Particleboard
screws, 65mm x 8g

Ledger, cleats
to wall stPds

Particleboard
screws, 28mm x 8g

Rails and
carriage

Particleboard
screws, 15mm x 6g

Saw gPide
and shims

Handyman.net.au
Download the tools, materials

and costs to make this project.

Large box

980

380

19

452

19
toP

side

side

Base

BisCuits

edge
striP

90

Cleat

19

19
207

380

490

90
side

Base

toP

side BisCuits

Cleat

SmaLL box   
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Install a built-in wardrobe in the

corner of a bedroom to create

the illusion of a dressing room.

Consider what accessories will

need to be stored in the wardrobe.

Save space and

make clothes easier

to access using

slide-out racks.
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B
edrooms are one of the major

clutter hotspots in any home

and well-designed storage is

essential if you want to remain

organised and tidy.

Built-in wardrobes provide

a permanent storage solution for

clothes and accessories, and can be

customised to suit the size of the room

and what needs to be stored.

Modern built-in wardrobe systems

are not only designed to use space

as effciently as possible, but also to

add visual appeal.

They can increase

the value of a home

while eliminating the

need for bulky pieces

of furniture like

dressers and tallboys.

A modular wardrobe

works well in an alcove

to make use of an

awkward space.

They can also be

installed along the walls

of an unused corner of

a room to create the feel

of a walk-in wardrobe,

adding a sense of luxury.

Modular
storage

Free up space in the bedroom by

adding a customised wardrobe

Planning a wardrobe
The Bedford Modular Range,

available at Bunnings, allows you

to customise your wardrobe layout

around what is to be stored, whether

it’s clothes, linen or shoes.

Before purchasing a wardrobe,

fgure out what its contents will be

and determine how much space is

required for each type of item.

In general, hanging storage is

best located up high with drawers

positioned lower down.

Consider incorporating shelving

into your design to display accessories

and provide some contrast.

Include a wire basket drawer to

keep shoes neatly in one place.

Decorative baskets or tubs

can be used on shelves for fexible

storage of smaller items.

Stagger the baskets for an

eye-catching effect or place them on

higher shelves to hold belongings that

don’t need to be accessed every day.

Mirrored cabinet doors provide

an important dual function in

a bedroom, as well as increasing the

overall sense of space in the room

and freeing up the walls.
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Include plenty of hanging storage

to prevent clothes being crushed.

  



What’s new

››Painting must-haves

Customise tHe CAr with
rust-oleum Peel Coat, $24.90,
a temporary removable coating.

seAl it uP with sikasil-CAP
Kitchen and Bathroom
silicone, from $8.98.

Be PrePAred for any paint job
when you have uni-Pro

Painting equipment, $9.98.

PerfeCt edges using the
monarch range of edging
brushes, from $11.73.

fix CrACKs on your ePteriors
with duluP WeatherWhield
render refreWh, $66.90.

touCH uP metal and painted
WurfaceW with duluP metalWhield
multipurpoWe spraypackW, $14.95.

CleAn rollers with the
selleyW rota Cota roller
Cover Cleaner, $19.95.

sliCK on oil-baWed paint
with the monarch trade 63mm

Wall BruWh, $14.58.

KeeP Control when painting
with the monarch 25mm Architrave

and skirting BruWh, $11.16.

  



››Head in-store for skylight kits, backyard improvement

materials and all your painting needs

Let tHe LigHt in with an illume
ALvanceL SSylight System, $275 for

rounL or $355 for square.

Add A wArm gLow with
a rouge Living BlacS Acacia
57cm tall table Lamp, $129.

››Natural lighting ››Outdoor maintenance

refreSH tHe deck with less
effort using cabot’s
decS HanL, $24.98.

cut it up on a sturLy anL
easy to set up rhino traLe

Saw Horse, $29.88.

fill the pit with rainbow
SanL, $17.90 for 10Sg bags,

available in six colours.
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In bringing a favour of their native

California to the build, Melissa and Dan have

created a stunning steel and timber home.
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A contemporary take on a retro architectural style

creates a distinctive family home

Modern marvel

A
rocky, sloping site can often

be a nightmare to work with,

but for the owners of this

modern steel, stone and timber

creation, the rugged setting was ideal.

Originally hailing from heavily

urbanised Los Angeles, Melissa and

Dan Brown sought to create a home

for their young family that worked

with nature rather than against it.

The rambling block they found

offered the couple the space to realise

their dream of a spacious modern

home with a leafy outlook.

Defning the style
Wanting something different from

the norm, the Browns rejected the

generic proposals offered by most

architects, and spent countless hours

researching exactly what they wanted.

Melissa fnally stumbled upon

atomic ranch style, a type of postwar

American architecture popular in

their home state of California that

is characterised by large expanses

of glass framed by prefabricated steel.

‘Not only did that aesthetic

appear to meet most of our design

intentions, it also felt as though

we would be introducing something

from back home,’ says Melissa.

Timber and gabions echo the rugged

nature of the local landscape.

Words DAniel Butkovich
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Soaring ceilings and huge windows

create a haven of space and light.
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A touch of modern

The architect that the couple hired

impressed them both with a clear

interpretation of their vision.

In tandem with the retro style, the

home utilises modern design features

to create a space that is comfortable

and full of warmth and character.

The jet-black steel framework that

underpins the home is a far cry from

the retro pastel shades that traditional

atomic ranch is most known for, and

creates a more modern interpretation

of the unique mid-century style.

The steel is punctuated by natural

construction materials throughout

the building that serve both functional

and aesthetic purposes.

At the front of the house, cages

flled with stones, known as gabion

walls, create a rugged look. This

inexpensive construction method

is normally seen in retaining walls, but

when used on a house it helps regulate

the internal temperature.

The external timber cladding

reinforces the building’s connection

to the natural environment and the

bold styling makes the home seem

impressive, yet also warm and inviting.

Internally, timber fooring is

comprised of laminated pine. The foor

is elevated three metres above ground

level, providing excellent insulation.

Doors and windows have been

double glazed to minimise heat

transfer and maintain comfort.

‘We keep the chill at bay with our

pellet burning stove. It gets going at

5am while we’re asleep,’ says Melissa.

The environmentally friendly

stove is connected to a sophisticated

central heating system that warms

up the entire house.

In the kitchen, sleek black wall tiles

are offset by timber cabinetry.
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Bringing the outside in
After living in Los Angeles, Melissa

and Dan were ready for a treechange.

The block they chose allowed them

to incorporate the surrounding

environment as a design feature.

‘The property is packed with trees

and boulders that have been left

unspoilt for decades and is a far cry

from Hollywood’s concrete jungle,

where we could go for days on end

without seeing a single bird,’ says Dan.

Almost every wall in the house is

occupied by massive glass doors, while

A wraparound deck seamlessly

connects the indoors to outside.

clerestory windows are found on every

other wall. This flls the home with

natural light and provides a greater

connection with the surroundings.

In the living room, sliding doors

allow two of the walls to be opened

almost entirely to access the large rear

patio and wraparound deck.

The patio itself is a semi-enclosed

outdoor room, and the seamless

connection between these areas

creates a sizeable space ideal for

entertaining or simply relaxing

outside in maximum comfort.
Some parts of the house are elevated

up to three metres above the ground.
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With stunning bush views on

all sides, the living room gives

a sense of being close to nature.

Retro on a budget
In an effort to prevent the furniture

competing with the look of the

house, Melissa carefully sought

out items to suit their modern

take on the mid-century style.

‘I’m inspired by people who

manage to make spaces beautiful

without spending a lot of money,

who don’t overfurnish and know

when the house is done,’ says Melissa.

Applying this mindset, she

flled the house almost entirely

with second-hand items.

A year of scouring classifeds

websites such as Gumtree every

night resulted in a house flled

with interesting fnds and eclectic

treasures, many of which Melissa

restored or updated herself.

Mid-century modernist pieces

are found scattered throughout,

including an Eero Saarinen Tulip-style

outdoor setting on the patio and

matching rocking chair inside.

Every piece has its own story, such

as the 1960s French standing lamp

that occupies the living area. After

acquiring it from its original owner

who brought it home from Paris half

a century ago, Melissa revamped the

brass lamp with a coat of black paint.

The living room is completed by

the retro sideboard and the only

splurge purchase, a down-flled sofa.

The overall effect is an edgy

designer look that is still warm and

inviting. It’s no wonder that this is

Dan’s favourite room in the house.

‘I love spending a lazy Saturday

morning lying on the sofa with my

wife and little boy,’ he says.
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TIMBERMATE® WOODFILLER
The secret ingredient? Water!
Wood putty • Grainfller • Edgefller • Crackfller

• Will not shrink, sink, crack or fall out

• No waste and non-fammable

• 13 colours or make your own

• Takes all stains and coatings

• Interior grade

• 100% Australian made

POWDER PUTTY®

Multi-purpose interior/exterior powder fller

• Wood

• Concrete

• Cement sheet

• Steel

• Plasterboard

• Masonry

Just mix with water
No waste, easy to use

Non-shrinking & water-resistant

100% Australian made

GREAT PRODUCTS FROM THE FILLER SPECIALISTS

WOOD HARDENER
Restores rotted wood

Earl’s® Wood Hardener penetrates into soft rotted

wood fbres, restoring them to near original strength.

Then just fll with Earl’s® Powder Putty when dry.

TOMMY TAPE®

Self fusing silicone tape

• For home, marine, electrical and auto

• Can be applied under water, on extreme

temperature items, around odd shapes

• Repair, insulate and protect

1000s OF USES!

• Adhesive free • Self fusing • Watertight • Airtight

GREAT PRODUCTS FROM THE FILLER SPECIALISTS

www.timbermate.com.au Phone: (03) 9873 4811

EARL’S MULTFIL®

Ready to use directly from the container

• Ready to use

• Spreads easily

• Interior\exterior use

• Long shelf life

• Comes in white and a range

of popular decking colours

WAXSTIX® TOUCH-UP CRAYONS
Comes in 13 different colours

TIMBERMATE carry a wide range of coloured wax

sticks to repair scratches on timber surfaces.

No beeswax to leave white marks.

Keep your timber looking new.

Simple elegance
The double-sized master bedroom is

sparsely furnished with a timber bed

and exquisite foor-to-ceiling linen

curtains, and is divided from the

ensuite by gloss-white cabinetry.

The bedroom is bathed in natural

light and its leafy outlook makes it

Melissa’s favourite room in the house.

‘Every morning we wake up at

eye level with the birds,’ she says.

The minimalist theme continues in

the bathroom, where white cabinetry is

paired with a vintage mirror and raised

sink on a foating wall unit. White tiles

with black grout complete the look.

Melissa and Dan’s three-year-old

son, Boston, has an unusual bunk bed

in his room with a staircase rather

than a ladder, allowing easy access.

The lower bunk has a built-in

bookshelf and doubles as a sofa.

The bed was another Gumtree Gnd.

Beneath the house, Dan has

created his own man cave, literally.

The main bedroom has a minimalist

design without sacrifcing comfort.   



When preparing plasterboard for painting, conventional sandpaper

can clog. But Rocket Sanding Mesh gives you a great fnish without

clogging, while the range of quick-change hook & loop-backed mesh

sheets ft all Rocket abrasive tools. Pop into the paint section at

Bunnings for premium abrasives at affordable prices.

Have you renovated your home, or has this story given you ideas for your next

project? Head to pinterest.com/diyhandyman and share your best tips.

A spacious ensuite bathroom is

characterised by vintage charm.

Carved into the slope of the

block, the rock-walled sanctuary

allows him to practise his saxophone

without disturbing anyone upstairs.

While their dream home is

complete for now, the Browns have

a few more additions planned.

Dan hopes to turn the man cave

into a music and photography studio,

while Melissa wants to put a swing and

climbing wall in Boston’s playroom.
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A badly planned renovation could turn

into a demolition job on your relationship.
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Sick of 4ghting
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W
hen does a renovation stop

being a project and become

a battle of the sexes?

For normally happy couple Rachel

and Mike, the bickering escalated until

there was a messy accident.

‘Mike was attaching a glass light

shade. I was lifting it. I should have told

him I was struggling, but I dropped it.

There was a lot of broken glass and my

legs were bleeding,’ says Rachel.

Says Mike, ‘I was trying to get it

right. Rachel’s scared of heights and

won’t go up a ladder, but I needed her

help. The smash shocked us. We fell in

a sobbing heap, admitting safety and

sanity must come before a light ftting.’

Testing times
Couples who’ve survived a reno admit

it’s a test of patience and compromise.

One way to survive is to divide up the

jobs according to individual strengths.

Sal and Ritchie couldn’t agree on

planning for their reno, so designated

specifc areas for each to organise.

‘We were a bit too critical of each

other’s ideas,’ says Sal.

even the happiest couple can be left wondering

where the love goes when the building begins
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Says Ritchie, ‘We gave each other

a day off if we started fghting. I’d sand

Moors and Sal would go out for the day.

‘I went fshing when it was her turn

to paint. It took six months longer, but

we’re probably much happier for it.’

Survival strategies
Before adding the cost of marriage

counselling to the budget, work

together and put your plans on paper.

n Make a floor plan of rooms and

prioritise the jobs, so that plumbing

gets ftted before the new benches.

n list jobs logically so doorways

will be installed prior to painting walls.

n Do tHe buDget and download the

Cost Guide to help with your estimates

at archicentre.com.au/publications.

Reno wars

AvAid undue stress. While yAu’re

still in the planning stage, visit

hAmesAurce.cAm.au fAr advice and

referrals tA reliable tradies. this will

reduce the likelihAAd Af endless rAws.

n researcH togetHer so you know

what’s involved and lower the risk

of nasty surprises later on.

n Discuss cHoices before signing

contracts or buying fttings or paint.

Both parties must read all contracts.

n be realistic about your skills

before you commit to DIY jobs.

n set a plan of attack at the start

of each day or week so it’s clear who

will be responsible for which jobs.

n Visit online renovation blogs to

read about others’ experiences.

n Don’t let the reno consume your

life. Ban all talk of the work while

doing other things. And don’t

forget your sense of humour.

A study at ohiA state University fAund

fghting affects prAductiAn Af a blAAd

prAtein that helps heal physical

wAunds. FFghtFng cAuples healed at

60% Af the rate Af happy cAuples.
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By the time Mark and Monica had

completed their bathroom as stage

one of their renovation project, they

were still good-humoured about the

experience, but admit there had been

many spats along the way.

On communication
MArk sAys ‘She doesn’t follow the

rules. I like to do things methodically,

according to a list.’

MonicA sAys ‘We come to the same

solution but have an argument to

get there. Renovating highlights

personality differences. He does

things by the book, I get stuck in.’

About the planning stage
He sAys ‘I found it impossible

to visualise the end results.’

sHe sAys ‘I can picture an idea and

designed the bathroom on computer.

We mapped out the room with

masking tape to literally make

a foor plan. That’s when he got it.’

Sticking to a budget
He sAys ‘I weigh the options frst,

and I can wait for a sale.’

sHe sAys ‘He’s a bit tight and

thinks I’m frivolous with cash.’

He sAys ‘If she likes it, she

impulse-buys without comparing.’

sHe sAys ‘He takes too long and

is way too indecisive.’
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For DIY renovators Kate and Chad,

the end result was worth a little

pain along the way.

He sAys ‘Sometimes the constant

planning of every detail felt more

like needless procrastination.’

sHe sAys ‘We’d have arguments

when I took too long planning. He

was impatient to make it happen.’

He sAys ‘I would drive home from

work, dreaming of knocking out

a wall or the stairs.’

sHe sAys ‘I’d worry there would

be nothing left of the house, just

Chad there with a sledgehammer.’

He sAys ‘I didn’t care about the

vanity’s shape, I just wanted it in.’

sHe sAys ‘I wished that he’d help

more with the details. The vanity

affects the look of the bathroom.’

Any love lost?

sHe sAys ‘The secret is to let

each other do what they do best.

He’s a doer, I’m a planner.’

He sAys ‘When you see what

you’ve achieved, it’s so rewarding.’

It’s rewarding

Doing research
He sAys ‘We travelled all over to

fnd the perfect bathroom fttings

and it wore us out. I didn’t care about

tiles but she knew exactly what she

wanted. I did a lot of, “How about

this?” I think I was patient.’

sHe sAys ‘He was very patient,

but you have to be. Tiles are

permanent. You can easily change

a tap, but you can’t change tiles.’

Shopping for a toilet
He sAys ‘We sat on a lot of toilets.

I still think a loo is just a loo. I only

wanted it to look good.’

sHe sAys ‘I wanted function. There

is a lot to consider, such as the

glazing, and how easy it is to clean.’

Buying fttings
He sAys ‘We spent four hours

in a showroom. I lost interest.’

sHe sAys ‘I cared too much and

didn’t realise I had such strong

opinions about taps and tiles.’

Any love lost?
He sAys ‘There’s nothing amusing

about renovating. We put pressure

on ourselves, but thankfully we do

share a sense of humour.’

sHe sAys ‘It was something we

could create together. But we have

put the kitchen on hold.’

He said, she said

Mark and MHnica’s prHject hig
hAighted

their differences, but they’re
stiAA smiAing.

chad and kate gHt thrHugh it by

pAaying tH their individuaA strengths.
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W
hen doing a renovation

or adding an extension,

it often becomes necessary

to replace a door and jamb or install

a new one from scratch.

Jamb kits are available from Porta

Mouldings (porta.com.au) for as little

as $26 for a primed pine set, and DIY

installation is a lot easier if you apply

a few clever tricks to speed up the job.

If the walls are out of plumb or the

foors aren’t level, you will need to

correct these problems frst or the

door won’t open and shut properly.

Once the jamb is secured in

position, you may need to trim the

door to size before cutting housings

for the hinges and hanging the door.

Use a drill with a holesaw and

spade bit to bore the holes for the

lockset and latch, then fnish by

securing the architraves.

Get professional results the easy way with our tips

and tricks for installing a new doorway

Assemble a jamb kit DIY then
install it in the doorway opening.Bosch 14.4V Cordless Drill, $99 including

battery. bosch-do-it.com.au

Frame and
hang a door
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Mark the location of the hinMes to

show where to position the shims.
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Instead of standing the doorjamb

in position while you insert wedges

behind the hinge side, secure shims

in the door opening frst.

Measure the width of the doorway

opening to calculate the thickness

of the shims you will need.

Usually the opening allows for

a gap of about 10mm on each side of

the doorjamb. If the opening is extra

Allow for foorinM
New fooring always looks best if

it fts neatly Nnder the doorjamb,

otherwise yoN’ll have to cNt aroNnd

the intricate shapes of both the

stiles and the architraves.

Save yoNrself time and troNble

by cNtting off the base of the jamb

before the fooring is installed.

MeasNre the thickness of the

foor coMering and calcNlate how

long the stiles will need to be to

clear it. If practical, Nse an offcNt

of the actNal fooring as a spacer

Nnder each stile as yoN install it.

Use offcuts of foorinM as spacers

while the jamb is beinM secured.

wide, you can use smaller wedges

by temporarily securing offcuts of

12mm plywood at each of the hinge

locations, then adding wedges or

shims to plumb the jamb.

Position the shims at the top and

base hinge locations using a long

spirit level, or a straightedge with

a shorter level, then add the centre

shims if a third hinge is needed.

Pack the jamb

Doorway openings in stNd walls

that are oNt of plNmb can make

door installation problematic.

As long as the base of the wall

isn’t locked in by fooring, the

solNtion is simply to nNdge the

base plates on both sides of the

opening back to plNmb.

YoN will need to cNt the nails

secNring the base plates Nsing

a reciprocating saw or oscillating

tool, then moMe the walls into

position Nsing a sledgehammer.

TIP Once Ohe walls are plNmb,

reaOOach Ohe base plaOes Oo Ohe

joisOs by skew-screwing in place.

l1 CHECK FOR PLUMB and if

eiOher side is more Ohan aboNO

7mm oNO of plNmb, adjNsO Ohe

wall before yoN insOall Ohe door.

l2 nUdgE THE WALL back Oo

plNmb Nsing a sledgehammer,

Nsing offcNOs of 90 x 45mm Oimber

Oo proOecO Ohe plasOerboard.

Plumb the opening

hINge
lOcAtION

ShIM

Offcut

Out Of
pluMb

SleDgehAMMer

SpIrIt
level

SpAcer

StIle

  



SETIT
DRILLIT
INSTALLIT
NO MEASURING REQUIRED

Everything you need for installing locksets,
latches, deadbolts and hinges.

www.ryobi.com.au
Scan the QR code for videos on our

Door Furniture Installation Kits

1

2

3
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Faster housings
If you’re not confdent about your

door installation skills, there

are ingenious Ryobi products

that make ftting the hinges and

lockset a breeze (ryobi.com.au).

The Door Hinge Installation

Kit, $25, fts all standard doors

and can make square or rounded

rebates between 75 and 125mm.

Just mark the setouts, clamp

the jig on the door and rout out the

waste using the supplied bit.

You can also ft the lockset

in minutes with the Door Lock

Installation Kit, $30. Position the

jig on the door and use it to guide

the supplied holesaws to bore the

lockset and latch holes.

There is even a Door Latch

Installation Kit, $16, that cuts

a perfect rebate for the latch

plate in seconds with just a few

taps of a hammer.

1
Make futed cuts
Use a hammer and 25mm chisel

to cut vertical lines 1mm inside the

hinge outline. With the chisel’s bevel

facing down, hold the handle at

a 45º angle to make a series of close

futed cuts at each hinge housing.

2
Pare out the waste
Turn the chisel so the bevel side

is facing up and hold the blade about

50mm from the end. Apply frm, even

pressure with the other hand to pare

out the waste. Finish by trimming

back the edges to the hinge outlines.

3
Secure the hinges
Check that each hinge fts snugly,

then drill pilot holes towards the back

of the screw holes in the hinge so

the screws will pull the hinge tight

into the housing. Secure the hinges

using the supplied screws.

Old houses often have sloping

Yoors, but even newer houses

can settle in unexpected ways.

A Yoor that’s not quite level

will make it diffcult to get an even

space between the top of the door

and the jamb head.

The solution is to calculate how

far out of level the Yoor is then trim

the high-side stile to compensate.

TIP This is particularly important

if the door is being installed over

existing Yooring, and the jambs

have to ft tightly to the Yoor.

Level the jamb

Internal doors are usually ftted

with two loose-pin butt hinges

and external doors with three

fxed-pin butt hinges.

To house the hinges, frst mark

their positions on the edge of the

door, usually 100mm from the top

and 150mm from the base, plus one

in the centre for an external door.

Next position an open hinge at

these marks, drawing a square line

across each end of the hinge then

marking the width and depth of the

hinge housing required.

TIP Use a marking gauge to scribe

the depth line on the door.

l2 cuT THe sTIle on the high side

by marking a cut line then trimming

the timber using a Japanese-style

pull saw or similar fne-tooth tool.

l1 PosITIon a sPIrIT level across

the opening and pack under one side

until it shows level. Measure the gap

to fnd how much you’ll need to trim.

House the hinges

HInge

InsTallaTIon

kIT
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1
Mark the cut line
Apply masking tape around the

base of the door, wrapping over

the cut line to minimise any timber

breakout then use a combination

square set to the required depth

to mark the cut line on the tape.

2
Set the blade depth
Release the saw’s base plate control

lever then position the door on a pair

of sawhorses and place the saw on the

door, adjusting the base plate until the

blade teeth will cut about 5mm deeper

than the door thickness.

3
Trim the edge
Attach the rip fence and check its

alignment by starting the saw and

advancing it just far enough to nick

the edge. Adjust the fence if necessary

then continue cutting. Remove the

tape, sand lightly and seal the cut.
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Securing a new door or replacing

an old one often involves slightly

reducing the height of the door to

provide clearance over carpet or

other fooring surfaces.

If only 5mm or less needs to be

trimmed, this can easily be done by

positioning the door on a pair of

sawhorses and shaving down the base

with a power planer or belt sander.

Sometimes the door is 10mm too

long or more, in which case the fastest

and easiest method to trim it is to

remove the waste using a circular saw.

TIP Always seal the base of the door

after trimming to length.

Trim the door

Hide the fasteners
Screws are better Sor securing the

hinge jamb to the studs because

nails can work loose. You can also

replace a short hinge screw with

a longer screw to reinSorce the

hinge-side stile iS necessary.

To avoid having to use timber

fller to hide nail or screw heads,

simply drive the Sastener through

the hinge housing, oSSsetting it so it

won’t obstruct the hinge screws.

Use selS-drilling screws or drill

Uilot holes to make it easier to

secure the jamb to the studs.

Locate screws in the housinA so they’ll

be hidden when the hinAe is secured.

l2 ensure ProPer LATcHIng

on a door that is hitting the

latch-side stoU and Ureventing

the bolt Srom engaging UroUerly.

The stoU Uiece on a jamb is

secured to the main Uart, unless

the jamb is a one-Uiece design

where the stoU is Sormed by

rebating a single Uiece oS timber.

IS the jamb has a seUarate

stoU, it can simUly be taUUed over

with a hammer, or Uried oSS and

reinstalled in a better Uosition.

On a rebated Oamb, trim the

edge oS the stoU using a router

with a straight cutting bit. Cut

away the ends, where the router

won’t reach, using a 25mm chisel.

Round the edges with 150 grit

abrasive UaUer beSore Uainting.

Even iS the door and Oamb have

been installed with the utmost

care, the house can settle over

time and Uroblems can creeU in.

l1 Free THe LeAdIng edge oS

a door that catches in the Oamb

Oust as it’s about to close, by

Ulaning the edge oS the latch

side slightly oSS sTuare.

This will ensure that the edge

that reaches the Oamb Rrst is

slightly shorter than the edge

that Sollows, enabling the door

to swing Sreely into the Oamb

without catching.

Troubleshooting tips

CIRCUlaR
Saw

fEnCE

baSE
plaTE

CUT
dEpTh

COmbInaTIOn
SqUaRE

SlIghTlY
Off SqUaRE

lEadIng
EdgE

jamb

TRIm
lInE

maSkIng
TapE

  



To find out more about our range

of door hardware contact us on 13 14 18

or visit www.gainsboroughhardware.com.au

ENTER
WITH STYLE
At Gainsborough we’re all about opening a world of new

possibilities. For over forty years we have built our reputation

on developing leading-edge door hardware – innovative

levers, knobs and locks that work silently to reflect the style

and needs of our customers.

With our smart, design-savvy range we invite you to create

harmonious living environments that reflect your individuality

and personal flair. We make it easier than ever to live the way

you choose, feel secure and enter with style.

Open your world to the smart style of Gainsborough.
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Install a jamb and door

1
assemble the jamb
Cut the jamb head and stiles to

length, marking the stiles’ position on

the head with at least 10mm clearance

to the top of the door opening. Cut

housings in the head then secure with

screws. Test-ft the door in the jamb,

and the jamb in the opening.

4
Hang the door
Secure the hinges to the door then

position it at 90º to the jamb. Use a pry

bar to lift the door until the hinges

align with the housings. Secure the top

and base hinges using two screws only,

check for smooth opening and closing

then drive the remaining screws.

7
Fit the lockset
Slide the latch into the latch hole

on the door edge until the latch plate

is seated in the rebate, then slide the

spindle through the latch. Attach the

inside handle then slide the exterior

cylinder assembly into position,

securing with the supplied screws.

2
Shim the hinge side
Mark the hinge positions on the

stile and door edge then chisel out

housings so the hinges ft neatly. Use

a straightedge and spirit level to plumb

the stile in the opening, packing with

shims. Secure the shims with adhesive

and brads behind the hinge positions.

5
Bore the lockset hole
Use the supplied template to mark

the position of the lockset and latch

holes. Drill a 3mm pilot hole on the

door face then use a 54mm holesaw to

bore from one side until the twist bit

exits. Finish boring the face hole from

the other side to prevent breakout.

8
add the striker plate
Close the door and mark where the

latch bolt strikes the stile. Position

the striker plate and mark around the

inside and outside, then cut a rebate

for the plate. Drill the centre hole

deep enough to accommodate the

latch bolt and secure the striker plate.

3
Secure the jamb
Attach the hinge stile to the stud

with 75mm x 10g screws or bullethead

nails through the hinge housings. Pack

under the latch stile until the head is

level then position the door, wedging

the latch stile for 2mm clearance all

round. Secure the stile with screws.

6
Drill the latch hole
Use a 3mm twist bit to drill

a pilot hole at the marked latch

position into the lockset hole. Follow

using a 25mm spade bit to drill the

latch hole. On the edge of the door,

mark around the latch plate and chisel

out a rebate to accommodate it.

9
Secure the trim
Cut the architraves to length,

mitring the corners to 45º and setting

them 5mm back from the inside edge

of the jamb. Attach the architraves to

the jamb using 40 x 1.6mm nails or

a brad nailer, reinforcing the mitres

with PVA adhesive and panel pins.

jamb

stile

architrave

striker

plate rebate

latch

plate

hinge

door

door

shim

stile

straightedge

fastener

holesaw

lockset

hole

latch

latch

hole

spade

bit

jamb head

spirit

level

jamb

spirit

level

jamb

housing
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n ZenitH 100 x 100mm Primecoat

Broad Butt Hinge, about $6 each, is

suitable for painting and is extra wide

to allow the door to swing fully open.

n ZenitH 100 x 75mm Florentine Bronze

Butt Hinge, about $2 each, has a fxed

pin and features a dark powdercoated

fnish tomatch door furniture but offers

little protection against corrosion.

Choose the right hinge
The length of the hinge that you choose

for hanging a door is determined by the

width, thickness and height of the door.

For the average 2040 x 820mm

internal door that is 22 to 35mm thick,

use two 85mm long loose-pin butt hinges

or two 90mm long non-mortise hinges.

For the average 2040 x 820mm entrance

door that is 28 to 38mm thick, use three

100mm long fxed-pin butt hinges.

We’ve selected a range of Lane

and Zenith hinges from ITW Proline

(itwproline.com.au).

n ZenitH 100 x 75mm Zinc Plated Butt

Hinge, about $2 each, has a loose pin

suitable for internal doors. Quick, easy

door removal for repair or painting.

n ZenitH 100mm Zinc Plated Rising Butt

Hinges, about $9 a pair, raise the door to

clear different foor levels. Left and right

hand opening options are available with

some protection against corrosion.
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n ZenitH 90mm chrome PlaPed Radius BuPP

hinge, abouP $4 eacR, Ras curved corners

and a loose pin for inPernal use. curved

rebaPes are more Pime-consuming Po cuP.
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n Lane 100 x 71 x 2.5mm sPainless

sPeel non MorPise hinge, abouP $8 eacR,

is easy Po MP as no rebaPing is needed.

Used primarily on inPernal doors.

n Lane 100 x 75 x 2.5mm saPin

cRrome ArcRiPecPural BuPP hinges, abouP

$20 a pair, feaPure buPPon Pips on Mxed

pins for securiPy on exPernal doors.

n ZenitH 100 x 75mm solid brass

ball-Pipped loose-pin Broad BuPP

hinges, abouP $36 a pair, are very

durable, PRougR PRey ParnisR over Pime.

n Lane 100 x 75 x 2.5mm saPin

sPainless sPeel BuPP hinge, $7 eacR,

offers excellenP corrosion resisPance.

  



Everyone has a different reason for joining the Army Reserve, whether it’s overseas deployment,
fitness, helping people or the tax free pay. But the one unanimous motivation is the pride you feel
by giving something back to your community, your country. So if you’ve got what it takes to step
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clamps, cramps
and vices

Although most people are familiar

with what a vice does, there is

confusion about the difference

between clamps and cramps.

It’s not a spelling error,

there is a genuine technical

distinction between these two

different classes of device.

CLAMPS use spring pressure or

friction to hold things together.

Often designed to be operated

one-handed, they offer less power

than cramps but are easier to use.

CRAMPS rely on a screw-type

mechanism, in the same way as

a vice, and are capable of exerting

a great deal of force. Sash, pipe,

corner, G and F shaped tools

fall into this category.

VICES are typically mounted on

a workbench. Metalwork vices

are usually bolted to the top, and

woodworking vices installed into

the side of the workbench.

a gripping tale

The one thing you can

be sure you’ll need to do

with virtually every DIY

project is keep it still and

stable while you work on it.

‘Owning a good collection

of clamps and a solid vice is like

having a crew of reliable helpers

on standby to hold something for

you,’ says Handyman Technical

subeditor Gun Arvidssen.

And you will be rewarded with

years of reliable service if you buy

the best quality you can afford.

‘My dad is still using the same

G-clamps he’s had since I was three

years old, and they work as smoothly

now as they ever did,’ says Gun.

✱hold it

CRAMP

Put the squeeze on any DIY undertaking with

our in-depth guide to these workshop staples

CLAMP

VICE
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✱f-clamp

About as simple as a clamp can

get, this comprises a roughly

semicircular steel frame with

a heavy-gauge threaded spindle that

is wound through one end, making it

looks like the letter G when open.

The spindle has a disc-shaped

swivel shoe mounted at one end,

which moves towards or away from

the top arm of the G as it is turned

with a tommy bar at the other end.

Less solid thaL a G-clamp but with

more reach, aL F-clamp has a similar

arraLgemeLt to a spiLdle with

a swivel shoe doiLg the clampiLg

agaiLst aL opposiLg frame.

The differeLce is that the arms

are straight iLstead of rouLded,

aLd mouLted oL a rail which makes

them resemble the letter F.

OLe arm is permaLeLtly attached

at the eLd of the rail while the other

caL slide towards or away from it

to suit the size of the workpiece.

WheL pressure is applied, the

moOable arm locks agaiLst the rail.

✱g-clamp

✱don’t cramp

your style
IL practicI, thI word ‘cramp’ has

mostly fallIL out of faOour aLd thI

majority of DIYIrs arI familiar

with thI tIrms that dIscribI thI

diffIrILt typIs of tools, such as

F-clamps or bar clamps.

This mIaLs a morI dItailId

IxplaLatioL about thI mIchaLism

Iach clamp usIs to IxIrt forcI

is Lot rIally LIcIssary.

To aOoid oOIrcomplicatiLg

thiLgs, wI will stick to usiLg thI

samI word for both catIgoriIs.

sWIveL
shOe

FIxeD
Arm

rAIL

mOvAbLe
Arm

hAnDLe

spInDLe
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If you need maIimum clamping force for a bigger project than even the longest F-Flamp Fan Fomfortably handle, suFh as

when edge-laminating timber to make a tabletop, sash Flamps and pipe Flamps will hold it steady and save the day.

✱pipe clamp

long-range clamps

These are usually suTTlied as a set

of FlamT heads FomTatible with

standard 19mm steel TiTe.

The fIed head winds onto

the threaded end of the TiTe with

a handle to turn the sTindle and

Tush a jaw that moves along the TiTe.

The movable head is a jaw

mounted on a Follar that Fan slide

freely along the TiTe, with a FlutFh

meFhanism to loFk it against the TiTe.

edge-laminating timber

1. maTch The graIn paTTern

arrange the boards so the grain

Tatterns matFh as muFh as Tossible.

If you Fan, Tosition the boards so the

Furve of the end grain faFes uT and

then down on alternating boards,

marking the alignment with Fhalk.

piTe FlamTs and sash FlamTs are both useful when joining narrow boards edge-to-edge into a larger Tanel. Use dUwels

Ur bisFuits and pVa adhesive tU seFure the bUards tU UVe aVUther, theV taT iV shims Ur wedges tU FUrreFt aVy bUwiVg.

2. seT Up The clamps

pUsitiUV TiTe FlamTs Ur sash FlamTs UV

a fat, level surfaFe, aTTlyiVg maskiVg

taTe tU TrUteFt them frUm driTs Uf

adhesive. pUsitiUV leVgths Uf timber

tU aFt as buffers betweeV the jaws aVd

the bUards theV aligV the marks.

3. lamInaTe The boards

mark uT dUwel hUles Ur bisFuit slUts

theV aTTly pVa adhesive aVd iVsert

the fasteVers. gradually tighteV the

FlamTs uVtil adhesive UUzes Uut theV

use a steel rule tU FheFk fUr aVy

bUwiVg, taTTiVg iV shims if Veeded.

If the assembly bows up, add extra clamps

to pull it fat, tapping in wedges if needed.✱sash clamp
similar tU aV Uversized F-FlamT,

a sash FlamT has a fIed jaw aVd

sTiVdle assembly at UVe eVd, aVd

a seFUVd jaw that slides alUVg a rail

that has a T-shaTed FrUss-seFtiUV.

This makes it mUre rigid aVd gives

a fat surfaFe fUr edge-lamiVatiVg.

The mUvable jaw FaV be lUFked

with a TiV at iVtervals alUVg the rail

that FUrresTUVd tU the leVgth Uf the

sTiVdle, sU iV effeFt the FlamTiVg

aFtiUV sTaVs the eVtire rail.

sTeel
rUle

shIm
bUFFer

maskIng
Tape

alIgnmenT
mark

end
graIn

alIgnmenT
mark

FIxed
head

moVable
head

sTeel
pIpe

clUTch

handle

spIndle

jaws

clamp
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This class Tf device is designed fTr cTnvenience mTre than pTwerful cTmpressiTn. Bar clamps and handy clamps are

tightened by squeezing the handles, which alsT lets yTu gauge hTwmuch pressure is being exerted Tn the wTrkpiece.

one-handed clamps

✱spring clamps

✱locking clamps

✱handy clamps

✱bar clamps

SimilaS tT TveSsize bulldTg clips,

these aSe abTut as simple as clamps

get. They cTmpSise a paiS Tf

spSinglTaded metal TS plastic

handles that pivTt tT Tpen the jaws

when squeezed tTgetheS.

They aSe best fTS thin wTSkpieces

such as plywTTd TS MDF and use

spSing tensiTn tT exeSt fTSce.

Applying pTint fTSce in a similaS

way tT handy clamps, these aSe

clTsely Selated tT lTcMing plieSs

such as Vise-GSips.

The tensiTn and Tpening

width is nTSmally adjusted by

LiMe a hybSid Tf spSiLg clamps aLd

baS clamps, these aSe squeezed shut

by haLd aLd held by a Satchet.

PSessiLg the tSiggeS Seleases the

pSessuSe. This type Tf tTTl usually

has a wide piLceS actiTL aLd a small

fTTtpSiLt, maMiLg it useful fTS hTldiLg

items with aL iSSegulaS edge that may

TbstSuct TtheS types Tf clamps.

The ultimate all-STuLdeS, baS clamps

aSe fast aLd easy tT use, gSip tightly

aLd usually have laSge jaw faces with

buffeSs that wTL’t damage the timbeS.

They aSe TpeSated by squeeziLg

the haLdle tT advaLce the baS with

a Pxed jaw at the eLd. A smalleS

tSiggeS catch caL be pSessed tT

Selease the baS aLd let it slide fSeely.

TIP STmemTdels eveL featuSe aL

iLteSlTcMiLg fuLctiTL that allTws

them tT be used as a tempTSaSy vice.

tuSLiLg a MLuSled scSew, theL

the mechaLical stSeLgth Tf the

steel fSame hTlds the wTSMpieces

with cTLsideSable fTSce TLce the

haLdles aSe squeezed tTgetheS

iLtT the lTcMed pTsitiTL.

inTerLockinG
coLLAr

jAw
reLeASe

BuFFerS

reLeASe
cATch

BAr ADVAnce
hAnDLe

PiVoTinG
Shoe

TenSion
ADjuSTMenT
Screw

reLeASe
cATch
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Get the most out of your clamps with these pro tips and handy techniques that will help you work in awkward spaces, extend

the reach of your tools, enable you to accomplish diffcult construction jobs solo and protect delicate timber surfaces.

clever clamping

✱Use clamps as spreaders

✱protect the

workpiece

✱helping hands

✱clamp corners
✱extend pipe

clamps

Always position small offcuts of

timber, plywood or MDF between

a workpiece and the jaws of a clamp.

Buffers spread the clamp’s force

over a wider area, which helps with

the even distribution of adhesive.

TIPMake a set of buffers by drilling

holes in scraps of 9mm plywood and

gluing in small neodymiummagnets,

available from specialist suppliers.

Larger building jobs can be tough if

you don’t have another person to give

you a hand from time to time.

A few clamps and timber offcuts

can save the day. The key is to picture

how the other person would hold

things for you then emulate that

support using mechanical helpers.

To make DIY braces, cut the factory

corners from a 900 x 600 x 19mm

plywood HandiPanel then use PVA

adhesive and 30mm x 8g screws

to laminate them.

Use F-clamps to hold the

braces Urmly in opposite corners of

a bookcase, cabinet, frame or similar

assembly for perfectly square joints.

If your pipe clamps aren’t quite long

enough for a job, just extend them.

Remove the movable head, wind

a threaded coupling onto the end of

the pipe and attach a second length

of pipe, then replace the head.

TIP This won’t work if you’ve cut the

pipe to size, unless the Uxed head can

be clutched onto unthreaded pipe.

Some clamps have a removable jaw

allowing them to be used to apply

outward pressure from the inside

of an assembly or frame.

Reverse clamps, also called

spreaders, are perfect for holding

things in position when the outside

of a workpiece is irregularly shaped

or inaccessible. They can also be

used for gently jacking apart timber

frames to crack dowel joints when

restoring old furniture.

Reversed clamps are perfect

for working inside doorways.

THReaded

couPlIng
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There is a whole category of tools that are designed to hold lengths of timber at precisely 90º to each other,

both for delicate mitred joints such as those used for assembling picture frames and heavier building jobs.

✱corner clamp

✱heavy-duty framing clamp ✱band clamp

✱four-way

speed clamp

Typical light-duty corner clamps

have a pair of spindle assemblies

at right angles to each and also

feature a right-angled frame to

hold two mitred pieces of timber

in precise alignment.

Heavy-duty framing clamps are

available in bHth external versiHns

that wHrk just like light-duty cHrner

clamps, and alsH with an internal

type actiHn that uses a single spindle

tH push a right-angled blHck against

thematching frame tH grip the timber.

TIP SHme types even feature a swivel

head that allHws them tH clamp

wHrkpieces Hf different thicknesses.

AnHther system that uses fHur

L-blHcks tH apply pressure tH the

entLre frame Ln Hne gH Ls a band clamp.

ThLs uses a nylHn Hr steel band that

can be slLd thrHugh the clamp untLl

the blHcks ft arHund the frame.

The band Ls then lHcked Hff and

a spLndle mechanLsm Ls used tH apply

tensLHn tH the band, cHmpressLng

the mLtred jHLnts tLghtly tHgether.

An all-Ln-Hne sHlutLHn fHr small

pLcture frames, thLs cHmprLses fHur

threaded rHds wLth L-shaped cHrner

blHcks that are tLghtened agaLnst the

frame wLth threaded cHllars.

A clever desLgn feature Ls that

the cHllars are Hften crHss-drLlled,

allHwLng them tH slLde alHng the rHds

at a slLght dLagHnal, and the thread

Hnly engages wLth the rHd when they

apply pressure agaLnst the L-blHcks.

framing clamps

They typLcally have swLvel shHes

wLth a reasHnably large surface

area tH avHLd damagLng LntrLcately

shaped mHuldLng, as well as

a generHus span tH accHmmHdate

wLde pLeces Hf tLmber.

InTernAl

corner clAmP

SwiveL
SHoe

SpindLe

bASe

rigHT-AngLe
SupporT frAme
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✱engineer’s vice

✱woodworking

bench vice

An engineer’s vice doesn’t have to

be used exclusively for metalwork

as the name suggests.

It has a solid construction and

narrow, knurled jaws designed for

gripping metal workpieces. Many are

A woodworMing Iice has wide,

fat jaw faces that are normally

pre-drilled so plywood or timber

buffers can be secured, lining

the metal with a surface that won’t

marM or damage the worMpiece.

WoodworMing Iices are recessed

into a worMbench so the fxed jaw

fnishes fush with the side, allowing

long Wieces of timber to be suWWorted

along the full length of the bench.

If your benchtoW has a sMirt or

a frameworM along the edge, simWly

install the Iice behind it.

vices

install a bench vice

1. cut the spAcers

clamWaWiece of timber in the Iice and

adjust it until the toW of the jaws are

fushwith thebenchtoW.Measure from

the underside of the bench to the toW

of the bolt lugs and cut a 200 x100mm

sWacer of the same thicMness.

Attaching an engineer’s Iice is a simWle matter of bolting it onto a benchtoW, but woodworMing Iices should be secured so

the fxed jaw is fush with the edge of the bench. choose fasteners to ft the Wre-drilled holes in the jaw faces and bolt lugs.

2. MAke the recess

cut Wlywood buffers to ft the jaw faces

and secure with screws. use a jigsaw to

cut a recess in the edge of the bench so

the fxed jaw fnishes fush, then checM

that the Iice fts snugly and use a fle or

chisel to enlarge the recess if needed.

3. bolt on the vIce

clamW the Iice in Wosition and use

a twist bit to drill four clearance

holes through the benchtoW and

sWacer. use a sWade bit to create

recesses for the bolt heads then

secure with cuWhead bolts.

mounted on a rotating base that allows

them to swiIel through 360º so they can

griW the worMWiece at the oWtimal angle.

An anIil is often machined into the

bacM of the Iice, or the sleeIe oIer the

sWindle may be fat for the same WurWose.
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spAcer

tIMber

buffer bolt

buffer

toMMy
bAr

AnvIl

jAWs

rotAtIng
bAse

bolt
lugs

spIndle

bAse
lock

recess

bolt
lug

bolt
lug

Workbench

fIxed
jAWvIce

vIce
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Irwin Record 150mmG-Clamp,
about $20. irwin.com.au

Irwin Quick Grip Four Piece Mini
Clamp Set, $30.

Craftright 50mmHobby Vice,
about $8.

Trojan 200mm F-clamp, about $20.
trojantools.com.au

Trojan 140mm Spring Clamp,
about $6.

Craftright 175mmWoodworking
Vice, $44.

Craftright 900mm Sash Clamp,
about $20, from Bunnings.

Irwin 100mmHandi-Clamp,
about $15.

Irwin 125mmMultipurpose
Vice, $187.

Having a good collection of clamps and a solid vice for carpentry or metalwork makes the difference between

an enjoyable, professional construction job and a potential DIY disaster.

buying guide

A classic design with an I-beam

section for extra strength, this

sturdy workshop all-rounder

features a throat depth of 75mm.

For precision work such as scale

models or electronics, this mini vice

with chrome plated handle clamps

onto the edge of a table or bench.

Pre-drilled cast iron clamping plates,

easy installation and chrome-plated

guide rods, spindle and handle make

this an outstanding vice for the price.

The backbone of this clamp is

a 32 x 6mm T-bar, plus it features

cast iron heads, a chrome-plated

spindle and captive pin.

With swivel pads on the jaws to hold

irregularly shaped workpieces, this

opens to a massive 100mm wide

with a throat depth of 75mm.

Versatile and powerful, this vice has

a rotating head with dedicated pipe

jaws and a swivelling base to grip

workpieces from any angle.

Simple, sturdy, and with a powerful

clamping action for such a lightweight

tool, this clamp features a maximum

opening width of 50mm.

This four-pack of 150mm Quick Grip

clamps features easy one-handed

operation, soft, protective pads and

a clamping force of up to 90kg.

With protective caps and a soft-grip

handle, this tool is comfortable

and simple to use, plus it comes

with a lifetime guarantee.

CRAMPS

CLAMPS

VICeS
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Relax outdoors An seclusAon behAnd

thAs slatted tAmber screen.

time 2 dAys
skill inteRmediAte

tOOls ciRculAR sAw,
tAblesAw, dRill

DIY $815
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W
e all love spending time

outdoors, but without

a fence or hedge the

yard can feel quite exposed.

Brick walls can have an oppressive

effect, especially on a small block of

land, so this airy screen is the ideal

compromise, keeping the yard

secluded without being an obstacle

to cool breezes or sunshine.

Made from treated pine, it’s

3600mm long and about 2100mm

tall at the highest point. You can

easily adapt the length and height

to suit your site or even mount the

screen on an existing deck.

The four posts that support the

structure are rough-sawn H4 treated

pine, which can be concreted directly

into the ground. The remaining timber

components are all cut to length from

H3 rougher header treated pine.

A smooth fnish on the cladding

hides the rougher surface of the posts

and also makes it easier to paint.

Cut the pickets and picket cap

along the grain from 90 x 45mm

treated pine using a tablesaw or

circular saw with a fence ftted.

Take a weekend to make a freestanding fence from

slatted timber to shield the yard from view

o
u

t
d

o
o

r

privacy
screen

Clean all surfaces of dust and dirt

then paint all components prior to

assembly using a self

priming low-sheen

exterior acrylic.

Before applying

the Bnal coat, cover

all nail and screw

heads with an exterior

timber Bller and sand

with 180 grit paper.

TIP Paint the pickets twice before

installation using a small roller

and 50mm brush.

Remember to seal all the cut

surfaces of treated pine with

a preservative, oil-based paint

or treated pine sealing agent.

To make fnishing easier, prime

and apply at least one coat of fnish

after the timber is cut to length,

then apply the second coat once

the structure is complete.

Before starting the construction,

check with your local council in case

building approval is required.

Dial 1100 or visit

1100.com.au to make

sure there are no

underground cables

or pipes running

through the post

hole locations.

TIP If you have

a sloping site, keep the

rails level and cut the

bases of the pickets

so they are parallel

with the ground.

Cyclone 200mm Post
Hole AugeP, about $79.
cyclone.com.au

Painting the screen

DuluxWeathePshield ExtePioP AcPylic,
fPom$67 foP 4L. dulux.com.au

MAngrovE

LEAf

CoWArDLY

CUSTArD
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1
Mark the post positions
Clamp the four horizontal rails

together across a pair of sawhorses

then use a square to mark the post

housings, and the picket positions

at 44mm spacings. Trim both ends

of the rail to ensure there is 150mm

overhang past the outside posts.

4
Concrete the posts
Replace the rail over the holes,

hard against the pegs. Add 100mm

of gravel to the base of each hole for

drainage then position the posts in

their housings. Use a spirit level to

plumb the posts, then brace them

and concrete into position.

2
Cut the housings
Use a circular saw to make a series

of 35mm deep relief cuts between

the marked post setout lines. Using

a sharp 25mm chisel and hammer,

pare out the waste material then

smooth the base of each housing

with a small block plane.

5
Add the back cladding
Position the back post cladding

against each post with 20mm of

overhang on either side. Secure with

offset screws at 200mm centres.

Clamp the back rails 300mm and

1400mm above ground level, then

secure with screws.

3
dig the post holes
Lay the straightest rail on the

ground and adjust it to precisely

indicate the screen’s position.

Drive in pegs to hold it in position,

then mark the post hole locations.

Dig 600mm deep holes, 200mm

in diameter, at each location.

6
Attach the pickets
Cut the picket cap to length

and secure to the inside edges of

the post cladding with screws.

Position the pickets according to

the setout on the rails, butting

them against the picket cap, then

secure with screws to the rails.

Make the privacy screen

Post

Housing

square

sawHorse

ClamP

CirCular

saw

CHisel

Housing

Horizontal

rails

Horizontal

rails

rail

Housing

Peg

sPirit

level

Peg

gravel

rail

PiCket

CaP

PiCkets

Post

Cladding

BraCe

Post

Cladding

Post

Horizontal

rail

Horizontal

rail

  



*Terms and conditions do apply, please see

aus.sika.com 1300 22 33 48

ULTRA STRONG, FAST GRAB
CONSTRUCTION ADHESIVE

7
Complete the framework
Position the front post cladding

overlapping the posts and picket cap

then secure with screws. Overlap the

front rails to mirror the back rails

and secure with screws. Use a circular

saw to cut 45mm off the corner at

45º on both ends of the rails.

8
Mark the top curve
Secure temporary blocks to the

posts and rails at the right height then,

with a helper, bend the top cap into

a curve. Mark cut lines on the posts.

TIP Temporarily secure the cap to

the blocks with screws to hold it

while you mark the curve.

9
Trim the posts
Transfer the marked lines to

the other side of the posts then use

a circular saw and handsaw to cut the

posts from both sides. Centre the top

cap on the posts and secure with

screws into the posts and cladding,

then notch the corners on the top cap.

If you want more privacy but don’t

have the time to build a screen

from scratch, buy one that’s

readymade instead.

Protector Aluminium Easy

Screen comes in a slat-and-groove

style and is simple to assemble

(protectoralSminiSm.com.aS).

MaMe from poPMercoateM

alSminiSm, it comes in three

styles. Prices start from $216 for

a 1220 x 810mm panel. Available

from BSnnings Special OrMers.

Aluminium screen

POSt
clAddIng

RAIl

PIckEt
cAP

tOP
cAP

RAIl

cIRculAR
SAw

POSt
clAddIng

POSt
clAddIng

POSt
clAddIng

tEMPORARy
BlOck

tOP cAP
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Privacy screen
measurements in mm

Cutting list

PART SIZE No.

H4 treateH PCne Rough sawn

Centre pPsts 3000 x 150 x 50 4

H3 treateH PCne Rougher HeaHer

PPst cladding 2100 x 190 x 35 8

HPrizPntal rails 3600 x 90 x 45 4

Pickets 1500 x 43 x 45 27

Picket caps 886 x 43 x 45 3

TPp cap 4200 x 190 x 35 1

fasteneRs

TyPE uSE

Stainless steel decking

screws, 65mm x 8g

outer pPsts,

picket tPp cap,

pickets

Galvanised bugle

screws, 100mm x 14g
HPrizPntal rails

Galvanised bugle

screws, 75mm x 14g
TPp cap

middle posts

end view

HorizontAl rAil

500
600

100

12001500

300
200

100

90

150 190 846 190 848 190 846 190 150

45

notCH

CentRe
Post

toP
CaPPing

notCH

notCH

Post
Cladding

PiCkets

PiCket
CaPPing

fRont
HoRizontal
Rail

190 x 35mm
Housing

CentRe
Posts

  



Easy ceiling
makeover

www.handihome.com.au.

If your bathroom or kitchen ceiling has

condensation mould or flaking plaster, here's the

perfect solution. Beautiful, white high gloss

Panelscape PVC Ceiling Panels just slot together in a

tight, flush, mould free, almost invisible join to

make a continuous waterproof ceiling.

Simply glue the lightweight panels straight over

your existing ceiling or timber frame. Your

Panelscape ceiling will always look new. No painting

is ever required.

Panelscape is available through hardware and

plumbing outlets for about $24 per square metre in

sizes 250mm wide x 1.8M and 2.4M in length x

5mm thick.

For a free brochure and sample please phone

(03) 9460 8000 or email info@handihome.com.au.

SHandiHome

The
perfect
solution

Deck-mounted screen
measurements in mm

Screen the deck

If you have an exposed deck that makes private

gatherings feel like neighbourhood events, this

screen can be easily adapted to solve the problem.

Decks usually have a single perimeter joist

that’s the same thickness as the centre post, so

in most cases you can easily remove an existing

rail, notch the decking and straddle the perimeter

joist with the post cladding.

Brace the perimeter joist with blocking to at least

the second and third joist back to reinforce it. Using

coachscrews to secure the end posts to an existing

rail or house wall will also help to stabilise the screen.

Deck sizes vary widely, so to enclose an entire

side you’ll need to work out the number of posts and

their spacing, as well as the best Inished height for

the screen. Keep post spacing between 900 and

1200mm if possible and make the height in

proportion to the overall space.

A 2100mm tall screen would look too high on

a smaller deck, so reduce it to between 1500 and

1800mm to maintain complete privacy but without

overwhelming the decking area.

post

cladding

Handyman.net.au
Download the tools, materials

and costs to make this project.

centre

post

post

cladding

decking

Joist

Joist

perimeter

Joist

m10 x 140mm

bolts

Joist

blocking

Joist

blocking
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Boundary landscaping is simple

with interlocking blocks.
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D
efne a backyard space and add

visual depth by constructing

a raised planter bed in front of

a back fence or boundary wall. Easy to

maintain, raised beds are useful in

gardens with poor soil or drainage.

This planter was built using

three courses of Versawall split-faced

concrete blocks and topped with

matching capstones, from Adbri

Masonry (adbrimasonry.com.au).

Building with these interlocking

blocks is far simpler and quicker

than using regular bricks, as there is

no need for mortar to bind the layers.

The blocks are laid on a 100mm

footing of compacted roadbase with

a 30mm thick dry bed of sand and

cement spread over it.

Blocks are positioned on the laying

bed to a set stringline for precise

alignment, just as in bricklaying.

Corner blocks allow for perfectly

square angles and fush capping means

the wall can double as a garden seat.

Cut blocks to ft as needed and mitre

the corners of the capping using a wet

bricksaw, available from equipment

hire shops for about $110 a day.

Plant the bed

Fill the planter bed with quality soil

mix as you build each layer.

Once construction is complete,

choose a range of suitable plants,

bearing in mind the amount of

sun and shade the area receives.

Place your selection of plants on

the soil and adjust their location until

you’re happy with the arrangement.

Remove the plants from their

pots and give them a new home

in the garden bed, backPlling with

soil then watering in well.

Make wall construction a breeze by

using interlocking concrete blocks

O
U

T
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Easy-build
raisEd bEd

These hollow 400 x 200 x 215mm

blocks stack together for easy DIY

construction of retaining walls,

garden steps and planter beds.

Versawall blocks can be built

to a maximum unreinforced height

of 800mm. They are available in

three colours and ft together

with tongue-and-groove joints.

As the wall is built, fll the hollow

cores with gravel or recycled

crushed concrete to add weight,

strength and stability. Backflling

behind the wall with gravel to a width

of about 200mm will add further

support and increase solidity.

TIP Seek council approval and

professional advice if you wish

to build any higher than 800mm.

Easy interlocking blocks

Adbri Masonry Versawall Blocks,

from Bunnings Special Orders.
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1
Dig the trench
Set up a stringline with timber pegs

in each corner to lay out the planter

bed, then remove turf from the area.

Dig a trench 300mm deep to allow for

100mm of roadbase plus 30mm of

sand and cement mix while also

ensuring the blocks are half buried.

4
Lay the frst course
Position the frst block at a corner

on top of the screeded mix, using the

stringline as a guide. Continue laying

blocks until the frst course is fnished

then fll the hollow cores with gravel

and backfll behind the blocks to

a width of at least 200mm.

2
Prepare the wall footing
Spread 100mm of roadbase along

the base of the trench using a square

nose shovel. Tamp it down with a plate

compactor at least twice or until the

roadbase feels solid underfoot.

TIP Plate compactors can be hired

for about $65 a day.

5
Build the planter
Continue laying blocks on top

of the course below, locking the end

of each block into the end of the next.

Start at a corner and maintain a brick

bond pattern, flling the hollow cores

with gravel and backflling behind

each course as it’s laid.

3
Screed the dry mix
Prepare a dry mix of six parts

sand to one part cement then spread

this over the roadbase. Spread the

mix 30mm deep and level with

a screed. Use a spirit level to check

the mix is perfectly fat and level,

front to back and left to right.

6
Secure the capping
Apply construction adhesive to

the underside of the capping and

along the top course of the blocks.

Add the capping and push down frmly

to bed it. At the corners, measure and

mark mitres on two capping pieces

then cut with a wet bricksaw.

stringline

square-nose

shovel

peg

stringline

interlocking

edges

base course

second

course

construction

adhesive

corner

block

backfill

roadbase

spirit

level

sand and

cement bed

hollow

core

excavated

soil

gravel

backfill

gravel

Build the raised bed
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Here is a quality fence and screen solution.

Get your DIY adjustable or fxed Easy Screen from
the fencing aisle or see the Special Orders desk
for a tailored solution.

EASY SCREEN – IT’S
AS EASY AS 1, 2, 3
1 BUY IT • 2 CUT IT • 3 FIX IT

www.protectoraluminium.com.au

Creating a foral hedge
Use fowering shrubs or hedging plants in a raised bed

to screen a fence or wall with blooms and glossy foliage.

murraya

gardenia

Camellia

lilly pilly

Get more online

Visit handyman.net.au/mag for

an easy install retaining Wall.
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buyer’s guide
Take the DIY option for your home improvement

projects by choosing the best tools and equipment

from our market round-up

ΡΦΡ www∀r∗o∋i∀∃om∀au/−6V Λ ΧΡΩΒ ΣΩ ΓaΜΤΩ.

ψρπψϕδ λτψη πϕ ξψων⊥ψφϖ δτωθϕιλιρ⊥

INTRODUCING THE
NEW BATHROOM
& KITCHEN FILLER

► Mould & moisture
resistant

► For cracks, dents
and holes

► Easy to sand

  



For classifieds bookings contact Cristian Arratia on (02) 9018 6253 or email cristian.arratia@rd.com

A multi-purpose fller for patching,
levelling and flling wood fooring, trims,

plaster and concrete.

✔ Range of sizes from 500g to 20Kg

✔ Dries hard, can be drilled
sawn and sanded

✔ No shrinking or cracking

✔ Hardwearing

✔ Unlimited shelf life, just add
water and mix as needed

✔ Value for money

Available at leading hardware & paint stores

www.agnewswaterputty.com.au
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RE
VERSE FOR DETAILS*The maximum weight bearing ability of EVERLOC will vary from surface to surface.

The Large Everloc suction cups can hold up to 15kgs and the Small suction cups can hold up to 8kgs.

‘Product availability and ranging will vary from store to store.

everloc.com.au

For more information please visit our website

EVERLOC BRINGING

BATHROOMS,

LAUNDRIES AND

KITCHENS TO LIFE!

No DRILLING

No SCREWDRIVING

No TOOLS REQUIRED

No SURFACE DAMAGE

Installed within minutes

easyREGENCY Feature Wall Panelling

your way
creating space

easycraft’s versatile range of decorator

wall and ceiling panels provide the perfect finish.

It’s easy to individually style every space throughout

your home to evoke the desired room appeal.

Simple to install, stronger and more durable than timber,

low maintenance and sustainably grown locally, easycraft

products suit every design brief and colour palette.

For more ideas and where to buy, visit easycraft.com.au

  



buyer’s guide

Auto ignition

Adjustable

flame control

Refillable with

butane gas

Torch temp.1300°C

Pocket

Gas torch

Freecall customer service 1300 786 723
www.uvwraps.com.au

σVϕσRϕο⊥ &

θκϕθηοδ θχχβ⊥

−0

χTκοR

⊥ϕΩο⊥ &

θχγχ∴R⊥

σVσϕγσργο

For bookings or enquiries contact Cristian Arratia on

(02) 9018 6253 or email cristian.arratia@rd.com

buyer’s guide

reach one of the most receptive
purchasing audiences available.

Dulux Design Metallic

For more interiors inspiration,
visit Dulux.com.au

Contains real metal pigment

so the finish reflects light

like uncoated metal.

Get a luxurious sheen by

applying with a brush,

roller or spray; or experiment

with application techniques to

replicate brushed metal finishes.

  



For classifieds bookings contact Cristian Arratia on (02) 9018 6253 or email cristian.arratia@rd.com

µΝβΩΖΟϑ ρβΟ⊥ΘΖβΩΠπ η⊥ΘΠβΟΖΩ⊥ D⊥ΠΖ∴ΥΠπ ζβΠϑ ∼ΠΠ⊥ςαΩϑπ

Practical.
Adaptable.
Affordable.
Wardrobe + Accessories Range

∼ς⊥Ψ & λβΡΥΨΨ χΡδβΖΠΘ

ρδΖ-∼-BΡδβΖΠ ΘΚΘΠΩ

ωδΝΚ & σ∴⊥hΠ αΟΠΚ ΘΠδΚα χΡδβΖΠΘ

ωδςα µδ∴ΨΘ & οΥΘΠ ΘΟΤΤΥΡΠΘ

νΟδΨ∴ΠΚΧ λΠΡΥς⊥ δςα DΟΡδχΨ BΡδβΖΠΘ

ΜΜΜ≅ΡβΡ≅βΥΩ≅δΟ

SUPERWAY
GARdEn AG & PESt PRodUctS P/l
tERmitE bAitinG SolUtionS P/lwww.superway.com.au 1300 302 938

We have lots of products to help you with weeds and pests. Check out our whole range on our website.

“diY” termite baiting System and White Ant termite bait

Kill tERmitES tHE EASYWAY!

Finally, a complete “DIY” TERMITE
treatment. No more pest controllers
needed. As easy as 1-2-3.

1

2

3

Install Superway Termite Baiting Stations
around your property & inspect for activity
every 2-3 weeks.

As soon as the Baiting Stations become
active, apply the Termite treatment to
the station. (Superway owned & APVMA approved)

Termite colony destroyed – re-use
Baiting Station

FOR A FREE INFORMATION PACK,
SEE CONTACT DETAILS BELOW:

Superway
Compact

Termite Baiting
Stations are
now available
– call us now

FRom tHE PEoPlE WHo mAKE cHEmicAlS FoR tHE PESt contRol indUStRY
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Do now
n Design a blooming spring

garden showcase using

bulbs, see page 118.

n PLAnT sweet peas now for

a spectacular display from

late winter, on page 122.

n PRePARe for the season

with the top 10 tools every

gardener needs, see page 128.

n DeCORATe for Easter with

these easy garden-inspired

projects, from page 134.

Autumn is one of the busiest times

of the year in the garden for both

planting and maintenance

Sow now
For colour from early winter, plant

seeds of these fowers now.

n CALenDuLA

n FORgeT-me-nOT

n imPATiens

n LinARiA

n nemOPhiLA

Grow now
For fresh food in weeks, get these

vegies and greens in the ground.

n LeTTuCe

n musTARD

n RADish

n sPinACh

n TuRniP

Harvest now
Pick the vegies that were planted in

summer to use in autumn soups.

n BROCCOLi

n CARROT

n PumPkin

n sweeT CORn

n TOmATO

114 APRIL 2014 AABtralian handyman
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Top read
Get stuck into gardening with

Month By Month (HarperCollins, $30),

an easy-to-follow 256-page guide from Yates.

Designed for Australian gardeners, this fully

illustrated book details what to plant, prune

and pick each month, with space to make

notes on what you have sown and harvested.

With tips on landscape design, jobs for

every season and ideas for kids, it’s packed

with practical help and inspiration for

the home gardener.
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Nemesia
‘Berries aNd

Cream’

Top pick
sweeten up the garden fromautumn

to spring with a plant from the

NemesiN ‘Berry Delight’ Collection.

VNrieties include Berries Nnd

CreNm, the deliciously nNmed

strNwberry Ripple Nnd LilNcberry.

PlNnP Phese frNgrNnP,

free-fowering blooms Nnd

enjoy sPunning displNys of purple,

yellow Nnd deep pink.

HNrdy bloomers, Phey cNn

be used Po Lll N gNp, Ns Nn edging

plNnP or for fNsP resulPs in N newly

esPNblished or bNre gNrden.

NemesiNs grow Po 300mm

PNll Nnd spreNd Po 600mm, Nnd

Pheir compNcP, mounding hNbiP

mNkes Phem perfecP for poPs

Nnd hNnging bNskePs.

PlNnP in well-drNined soil Nnd

mulch Po keep iP moisP. Prune NfPer

Phe LrsP fush of blooms Nnd Npply

N slow-releNse ferPiliser.
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Give grass a little TLC before winter

sets in to see it through the cold months

for a lush lawn next spring.

For healthy turf year round, April

is an important month in the lawn

care calendar. Now is the time to apply

fertiliser, zap weeds and patch bald spots.

n raKe up autumn leaves to prevent

them from shading the lawn.

n deTHaTCH the lawn by running

a metal rake over the turf to remove

old grass and mulch build-up.

n mOW less often and raise the height

of the blades, letting grass grow taller.

n aeraTe the lawn using a garden fork

for small areas, or hire a lawn corer for

the day to do a large backyard.

n Feed grass with a slow-release

fertiliser to boost growth before winter.

n WaTer grass in the early morning

and only when needed, to help stop

the spread of fungal diseases.

n sPraY common weeds with

a herbicide or remove by hand.

n rePair bald patches in the

lawn by laying new turf,

sowing grass seed or

using a patch product.

Autumn lawn care

  



Feed now
Promote maximum growth before

things slow down in winter and

encourage new-season blooms.

n boost aquatic plants with

a controlled-release fertiliser.

n Apply a fertiliser formulated

specially for autumn lawns.

n give roses a light feed of

a formula high in potassium.

n soAk vegie seedlings in seaweed

solution before planting out.

n feed subtropical and tropical

blooms like gardenia and hibiscus.

Prune now
Tidy up perennials and hedges, cut

back vines and remove old wood.

n tAke pelargonium tip cuttings

to tidy up and use for propagation.

n Cut back the green summer

growth from hydrangeas.

n trim small-leafed topiary such

as box using garden shears.

n deAdheAd annuals and cut the

stems of sprawling varieties by half.

n Clip over lavender bushes at the

end of fowering to take off dead

blooms with stems attached.

Propagate shrubs
Take semi-ripe cuttings from shrubs such as buddleia, hydrangea, lavender and

box, with a heel of older wood attached, pot them up and leave to take root.
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l1 tAke A sideshoot

from a main stem above

a leaf joint, choosing

a healthy non-fowering

shoot that is starting to

turn woody. Pull it off

so it comes away with

a heel of older wood.

l2 trim off any bits

of bark protruding from

the heel with a clean,

sharp garden knife.

tip Leaving the heel

of older wood on the

cutting makes it more

resistant to rot.

l3 dip the bAse of

each cutting in rooting

hormone powder and

pot up in a tray flled

with potting mix.

tip To stimulate root

growth add perlite to

the potting mix.

to save time and money when flling the

garden with blooms in spring, plan ahead

for seasonal colour and sow seeds now.

Pansies and violas start fowering

from winter and are ideal for botP

containers and Panging baskets.

cineraria, cornfower, lobelia

and paper daisy are all good cPoices

to grow from seed in autumn.

For F drFmFtic displFy, PollyPocks

cFn reFcP two metres tFll Fnd look

greFt mFss-plFnted FgFinst F wFll.

to grow, sow seeds in trFys Fnd

keep tPe mix moist. trFnsplFnt into

soil improved witP orgFnic mFtter,

spFcing plFnts 300mm FpFrt. Feed

witP F fertiliser sucP Fs YFtes tPrive

Flower + Fruit (yFtes.com.Fu).

stFke PollyPocks for support,

wFter from tPe bFse to prevent

rust diseFse Fnd wFtcP for snFils.

Spring showcase

main
stem

kniFe
traY

heel

cutting

sideshoot

Powder

hollyhoCks
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Design and plant a brilliant display of bulbs that is

timed to burst into bloom as winter winds down

Spring
showcase

words Artemis gouros

A
utumn is the time of year

to get busy planting spring

fowering bulbs such as

crocuses, daffodils and tulips.

Sow them in large groups in beds

and borders, grow them in containers

or naturalise them in the lawn. If you

like to put them in vases, line them out

in generous rows to make cutting easier.

Choose bulbs according to the

local climate, as different varieties

have different needs.

In warm climate zones, hardy

bulbs may not get the cold winter

dormancy they need, so do a bit of

research before you go shopping for

bulbs and ask your local nursery

about the best types for your area.

You can buy bulbs from garden

centres or online specialist suppliers.

A good way to fnd out what grows

well in your garden is to buy a packet

of mixed bulbs and plant them all.

Bulbs should feel heavy, not light

or dried out, and frm when squeezed

gently. They should also be free of

nicks, soft spots and decay.

BlBBmin’ Bulbs daffBdil
King AlfreA, abBut $4.
blBBminbulbs.cBm.au

tender, sAmmer-fowering bAlbs

are Anable to withstand frost and

mAst be overwintered indoors.

these inclAde tAberoAs begonias,

gladiolis, canna lilies and dahlias.

Lift the bAlbs from the soil then

store them in egg cartons, writing

the name of each one on the lid.

Keep the carton in a cool

and dry spot sAch as the garage.

TIP egg cartons are ideal to Ase for

storage as they have ventilation holes

that help prevent rot and mildew.

seasBnal stBrage

Drop handfuls of bulbs from waist

height and plant them where they fall

using a slim trowel or bulb planter.

TIP So that bulbs absorb the nutrients

they need to fower next

year, let the foliage die

down before mowing.

Plan a display
Plant clusters for the best show,

giving more space to species that

multiply, like grape hyacinths.

Mix them with low perennials,

annuals or groundcovers, to help

hide any yellowing leaves later on.

To naturalise, scatter clumps in the

lawn. Try bluebells, ixias and freesias,

or daffodils and narcissi in cool zones.
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Extend the blooming spring

showcase by planting bulbs with

successional fowering periods.
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Planting bulbs in a bed In the garden
Daffodils and other bulbs that like to

get a head start on spring, such as early

crocuses, jonquils and dwarf irises,

are sown at the start of autumn.

Tulips and hyacinths need to go

in the ground in mid to late autumn.

For the best results, treat the spring

bloomers as annuals, using fresh bulbs

each year. The exceptions are the

deep-planted ones, which can be left

in the ground for a few years.

SOW bulbs in beds or pots, in an open

sunny position in well-drained soil.

Use a bulb potting mix in pots and

improve the soil in beds with compost.

Space the bulbs 100 to 200mm apart

according to size, or plant them in pots

in staggered layers 40mm apart.

WATER when the shoots emerge then

regularly as the plants grow. When in

bloom, water from the base to avoid

damaging the blossoms.

l1 POSITION THE BULBS with

their pointy end upwards and at

the correct depth for the variety.

If planting in a clump, space bulbs

at least their own width apart.

l2 COVER THE BULBSwith soil,

working carefully so you don’t knock

them over. Firm the surface with the

back of a rake and mark the spot so

you don’t dig up the bulbs by accident.

To sow a spring bed, dig a planting hole large enough for a group of bulbs

or use a slim trowel to make an individual hole for each bulb.

Group bulbs according to type for

great swathes of spring colour.

Only plant heavy bulbs that feel Nrm

when squeezed, discarding any that

are dried out, soft or showing decay.

BulB

Spade

BulBS
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Scotts Osmocote
Professional Bulb Mix, $7.
scottsaustralia.com.au

Drip irrigation is a good idea as

bulbs left to sit in moisture will rot.

Water frequently during dry spells

even after the fowers have faded, as

the growing cycle doesn’t end until

the leaves turn yellow and die.

FEED at planting and fowering

time with bulb food. Apply liquid

fertiliser regularly after fowering

until the plants die down.

DEADHEAD fowers when they fade

in order to conserve the energy of the

bulbs for the following year’s display.

Leave the foliage to yellow

and dry so the bulb is nourished

for the next season.

Gently pull the leaves

from the plant, but if

they don’t come away

easily it’s too soon.

When planting bulbs, the general guideline is to measure

from tip to base and dig a hole two or three times deeper.

There are exceptions to the rule, such as hippeastrums.

Use the chart below and for best results, plant a little

deeper in light, sandy soil and less deep in heavy clay.

1. Anemone

2. Cyclamen

3. Starfower

4. Freesia

5. Grape Hyacinth

6. Daffodil

7. Hippeastrum

8. Snowfake

9. Tulip

10. Lilium

The right depth

25mm

50mm

75mm

100mm

125mm

150mm

175mm

200mm

l1 l2 l3

l4
l5

l6

l7

l8 l9 l10
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Sow sweet peas
Get planting now to fll the garden with fragrant fowers

on long stems for a showstopping spring display

words ARTEMIS GOUROS
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F
or a scented spring display, you

can’t go past sweet peas. With

their long stems and pretty

blooms they are a garden classic.

The botanical name for sweet peas

is Lathyrus odoratus and they’ve been

prized since their discovery on an

island near Sicily circa 1700.

The English began breeding these

hardy annuals in the 1800s when

they became popular as cut fowers,

and those sweet peas are what we

now call heirloom varieties.

New breeding programs have

created bigger and brighter blooms

but the modern hybrids aren’t

always as highly perfumed as the

old-fashioned cultivars.
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The best varieties for that sweet

pea scent are the heirloom types, so

look for seed packets with names like

‘Old Fashioned Mixed’ and ‘Old Spice

Mixed’, or go for the blue and purple

fowering ‘Matucana’ sweet peas.

Easy sowing
The traditional time

to plant this cottage

garden favourite

in Australia is

St Patrick’s Day

on 17 March, but

any time in mid

to late autumn

will do to ensure

blooms from late winter.

Sweet pea seeds may germinate

more easily if they are left to

absorb moisture overnight.

n Position tHe seeds between

two layers of damp tissue paper

then leave them in a plastic

container and by the morning

they should have doubled in size.

n sow tHe seeds immediately,

discarding any that didn’t swell.

Help germination

In very warm zones, wait until

May to sow and in very cold climates

or mountain areas, sow sweet peas

in spring as a summer annual.

Sweet peas can go directly into

the ground but will need a trellis

or teepee to climb, as they can

grow to two metres tall.

The dwarf varieties

range from 300mm

to 1m and can be

grown in borders

or containers with

little or no support,

depending on size.

tiP Try ‘Jet Set’

in beds and ‘Cupid’

in baskets or pots.
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wild or original

sweet Pea
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Sweet pea seeds are large, easy to

handle and can be sown directly

into garden beds or containers,

with most fowering from 12 weeks.

If they get too wet after planting,

the seeds may fail to germinate so

water the soil the day before sowing.

Get the seeds in the ground while

the soil is still damp then don’t water

until leaves appear in about 10 days.

SOW sweet pea seeds 10mm deep or

according to the packet instructions.

Choose a sunny position with

well-drained soil, adding well-rotted

manure or compost before planting.

They like slightly alkaline soil

with a pH level of 6 to 7.5 but if it

is too low, about 5, add dolomite.

WATER well during the growing

season and keep an eye on moisture

levels in dry weather, using a soaker

hose so Iowering is not restricted.

WATCH FOR fungal diseases, as they

like water but not humidity and are

prone to powdery mildew.

SUPPORT plants with a teepee made

of three bamboo canes. Plant three

seeds at the base of each cane, using

soft ties to attach the clinging tendrils.

CUT sweet peas as they Iower for

vases, or snip them as they fade to

promote further Iowering, but leave

some to set seeds for next year.

Sweet peas have long stems, makPng
them Pdeal cut Oowers for vases.
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How to grow

l1 PACK THE TUBES upright in a seed

tray. Use a funnel to fll with potting

mix and sow two seeds in each tube to

10mm deep. Stand the tray in a little

water until the top of the mix is moist.

l2 POSiTiON THE TRAY indoors or

in a greenhouse and keep the soil

moist. When the seedlings have four

pairs of leaves, pinch out the tips so

that strong sideshoots develop.

In very cIld climates, start seeds

indIIrs. Sweet peas dIn’t like being

transplanted, sI grIw frIm seed in

tubes and plant them Iut in spring.

RIll newspaper sheets arIund

tIilet rIlls tI make 100mm lIng

tubes, secure with

tape and slide Iff.

TiP The newspaper

will break dIwn

in the sIil.

StartPng the seeds

poTTIng
mIx

fUnnel

SeedlIngS

neWSpapeR
TUbeS

neWSpapeR
TUbeS

TRay

Mr FothergPll’s Sweet
Peas Seeds, about $4.
mrfothergPlls.com.au
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Now is a good time to

rejuvenate your soil. In beds with

permanent plantings, loosen and aerate

the soil with a garden fork. In empty

beds, dig the soil to a spade’s depth and

incorporate lots of organic matter, such

as compost or aged manure. Check pH

and neutralize acidity by raking in some

lime or dolomite.

Vegetables to plant now include

Peas, Parsnips, Carrots,

Onions, Broccoli, Cabbage,

Kale and Spinach. Con-

tinue making success-

ive sowings of quick

maturing vegetables

such as Asian Greens

(Bok Choi, Pak Choi,

Mizuna), Lettuce,

Radish, Silverbeet and Spring Onion.

Many herbs also enjoy the cooler

conditions so plant Parsley, Chives,

Mint, Oregano and Thyme now.

Make sure you plant some Sweet Peas

before Anzac Day. Other Winter and

Spring flowering seeds to plant now

include Alyssum, Calendula, Cosmos,

Foxglove, Nemesia, Snapdragon,

Poppies and Pansies.

Lift and divide overgrown

clumping perennials such

as Salvia, Dianthus,

Phlox, Rudbeckia,

Catmint and

Anemone. This is a

great way of creat-

ing more plants and rejuven-

ating those that are losing their

vigour. Dig in compost of well

rotted manure before replanting.

To help you plan your Autumn

garden see our website for our new

Online Garden Planner and iPhone App!
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n heirloom sweet pea variety

n bears frilly white fowers

splashed with maroon or claret

n flower fragrance is rich

n modern grandifora type

n bears large, silky, ruffed white

blooms with mauve edges

n flower fragrance is rich

n old variety bred in the early 1700s

n bears pink and white bicoloured

blooms over many months

n flower fragrance is strong

n original sweet pea from italy

n bears two small purple and

claret blossoms on each stem

n flower fragrance is intense

n designer blend of sweet peas

n bears large blooms in pastel to

deep shades of blue and violet

n flower fragrance is sweet

n dwarf variety bred for baskets

and use as a groundcover

n bears bicoloured pink blooms

n flower fragrance is delicate

wiltshire ripple cupani

cupid

singing the blues

painted lady

hi scent

Choose a variety
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G
arden style is dictated by the

owner and the climate but the

scale depends on the size, with

some landscapes measuring in the

hectares and others in square metres.

For those courtyards where space

is at a premium, a tabletop garden is

a fun way to green the scene.

The idea is simple, just pick a low

pot or bowl with a wide top, choose

plants to replicate the looks and layers

found in a full-size landscape then

design and plant away. In just hours

you’ll have a landscape in miniature.

Mini landscapes
Choose a pot with a mouth wide

enough to spread the plants out, so

they don’t look crowded as they grow.

SELECT plants, such as mini mondo

grass, that look like scaled down

versions of larger species.

PLANT tall, medium and groundcover

varieties in layers as you would in a real

garden. Put the tallest in the centre as

a tabletop pot is seen from all sides.

GROUP plants that have similar

requirements, such as those that

prefer drier conditions, in one pot.

MULCH with Fne pebbles or gravel

less than 10mm in diameter.

ADD small ornaments that suit

the scale and round river pebbles

as feature pieces.

TiP For a simple,

seasonal miniscape,

prune a dwarf

buxus to shape,

and under-plant it

with small annuals.

MakPng a mPnPscape

l1 PART-fiLL THE POT with mix,

position the tallest plant in the

centre then add the rest. Fill Fround

the plFnts Fnd frm down the mix.

l2 SPREAD THE MULCH over Fll

exposed FreFs of mix to Ft leFst 20mm

deep, but don’t smother the plFnts.

TiPWFter plFnts well before mulching.

l3 DECORATE THE SCENE with lFrge

feFture pebbles Fnd ornFments like

this tiny cFst-iron fFiry sculpture.

TiP Feed the miniscFpe regulFrly.

For F miniFture lFndscFpe, choose F pot or bowl with F mouth Ft leFst 400mm Fcross Fnd drFinFge holes in the bFse, Fnd

use potting mix suited to the plFnt types. We used vFriegFted liriope, blFck mondo grFss Fnd Convolvulus ‘Pink Moon’.

Tabletop gardens
No room for fowerbeds? Here’s how to create landscapes

in miniature that ft into any outdoor area

wORDS and PiCTURES adaM WoodhaMs

Tuscan Path 5-7mm Green DecoratPve
Pebbles, $11 Oor 5kg. tuscanpath.com.au

Feature
Pebble

Pebble
MulCh

variegated
lirioPe

Potting
Mix blaCk

Mondo grass

Convolvulus
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Get more online

Visit handyman.net.au/mag for

How To Grow Bonsai Trees.

The ancient Japanese garden

art of bonsai, where trees and

shrubs are trained into exquisite

miniature forms, evolved from

Penjing, a yet more ancient

Chinese horticultural artform.

Bonsai focuses on the

individual plant, while Penjing is

all about creating the illusion of

landscapes in

miniature,

complete

with rivers,

mountains

and more.

A potted history
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Regular maintenance and storing

tools out of the weather means they

are more likely to last a lifetime.

If you have the space it’s worth

buying a shed or locker for your

tools so they stay clean and dry.

It also ensures that they’re always

where you can fnd them.

Tools should be cleaned regularly

to keep them in good working order.

W
ith autumn in the air,

it’s time to get back in

the garden to prepare

for the cold weather ahead.

This is the season to pull out

dead annuals, feed the soil and plant

fowering bulbs or root vegetables.

Compost all dead plant material

and make sure the remaining plants

are well mulched and in top condition

to cope with the cold weather ahead.

Whether you’re just starting out

or are an experienced gardener, there

are some essential items that every

green thumb should own.

You don’t need to spend a fortune

but poor quality tools can make

everyday jobs harder so it’s advisable

to get the best you can afford.

The lure of cheap tools can be

enticing but after one or two uses

they break or bend, so buy quality

items made from sturdy materials

that feel good in the hand.

If you need to use a specialised

tool, make sure you’re going to get

more than one use out of it before

Invest in the essentials to keep the

yard tidy without breaking the bank

words jecca blake

Easy cleaning

forking out the cash to buy it.

Larger items such as rotary hoes,

corers, hedge trimmers and tall

ladders can be hired for periods

of time, saving money and the

trouble of storage and maintenance.

Examine the tool’s condition

before taking it home or signing

the hire agreement. If you’re not

sure how to use the equipment,

get instructions from the staff.

TIP Always follow safety precautions

when working with power tools.

When a tool becomes encrusted

with dirt and rust, remove it by

using a bucket of sharp sand, also

called clean washed sand.

add oil to the sand. brush

off as much of the caked-on dirt

as possible with a wire brush, then

put the tool in the bucket, moving it

up and down until the abrasive sand

has removed the tarnish.

Gardening
tools
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Choose your garden tools well to

ensure they last for many seasons.
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Gloves
Available in a range of

materials, gloves shield

your hands from injury and dirt.

Light, rubber-coated varieties

are useful for working in wet

soil, while heavy-duty landscape

gloves are designed to protect

your hands when pruning, moving

rocks or shovelling.

Spade vs shovel
These two tools are often

confused but the difference

is that a spade is used to dig into and

break up soil, while a shovel is for

picking up and moving loose material

such as mulch or compost.

Larger spades have treads for

your foot to increase pressure when

digging, and are available with

different handle lengths.

Fork
A garden fork is very

useful when working

in compacted or rocky soil,

digging up deep-rooted

plants or turning over a plot

between crops, as the tines

go in easier than a shovel.

The tine measurement

of a fork should be about

the same as that of

a spade, or a bit larger.

Trug
Traditionally

crafted from

timber, the modern

trug is often made

from plastic so is

lightweight, bendable,

washable and durable.

Use one for carrying

weeds and other garden waste to

the compost heap or rubbish bin.

They are also good for moving

small quantities of soil, compost

or mulch around the garden, or

for carrying small hand tools such

as trowels and weeders.

Watering can
A hand-held watering can

in durable plastic or metal

is a convenient, water-saving way

to irrigate potted plants and newly

planted seeds or seedlings.

A good watering can should be

easy to carry. Most come with a rose

that fts over the end of the spout

so the Aow is moderated to a light

shower, which is gentler on plants.

Buy one with measurements on

the side to make it easy to mix up

fertilisers such as Seasol.

Trowel
Use a trowel for small jobs

such as transplanting, digging

holes and mixing soil. Buy one that’s

sturdy with a long blade, but make

sure it’s not too broad.

Measure the length of the trowel’s

blade and use that as a guide when

spacing out seedlings.

Secateurs
Also known as pruners,

secateurs are available

for left and right-handed

gardeners, but the basic choice

is between scissor-action blades

and those that have a single

blade cutting against an anvil.

Both are equally effective,

provided they are kept clean,

rust-free, oiled and sharp.

4
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Rake

Rakes are multipurpose

tools for levelling ground,

moving gravel or sand, and for

gathering up debris and leaves.

Choose one with a strong,

slender handle and test its weight

and balance before buying.

To use a rake properly you

should be able to support at least

part of it with your lower hand,

instead of dragging it. This ensures

the tines have even penetration

and makes it easier to level soil. Wheelbarrow

Although quite bulky,

a wheelbarrow makes

moving plants, rocks, soil, compost and

mulch quick and easy, so buy one that’s

heavy-duty enough for your needs.

Some models have two wheels,

making them easier to handle on

uneven ground. When a wheelbarrow

reaches the end of its useful life,

repurpose it as a garden planter.
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Weeder
A weeder is a forked tool

that’s ideal for pulling up

weeds with taproots, such as

dandelion and oxalis.

It works well because

its two-tine forked tip easily

penetrates soil in the lawn or

between pavers, removing weed

roots from deep in the ground.
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Easter egg tree

υ1 WrAp rubber bAnds around raw

eggs. Mix 20 drops of food colouring, two

tMblespoons of vinegMr Mnd three cups

of wMter. SoMS the eggs for 10 minutes.

SticS pins in M boMrd, 15mm MpMrt, Ms

M drying grid. Dry the eggs on the grid.

υ2 remove tHe rubber bAnds, use

M pin to mMSe M hole in the bMse of Mn

egg, then perforMte Mround it to 4mm

wide. MMSe M hole in the top to ft the

dropper nozzle. Insert the nozzle Mnd

squeeze the bulb to force out the egg.

υ3 string up tHe sHells by cutting

300mm lengths of 5mm-wide ribbon.

Loop thL Lnd of M 150mm piLcL of fnL

wirL, thrLMd it with ribbon Mnd tiL M Snot

Ms M stoppLr. FLLd thL ribbon through

thL Lggs Mnd hMng on pMintLd brMnchLs.
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StraIner FIne

WIre

DryInG
GrID ear

Dropper

C
reate a colourful Easter

decoration using raw,

white-shelled eggs.

Use food colouring to dye the eggs,

then leave them to dry before removing

the yolk and white with an ear or eye

dropper, available from pharmacists.

Collect small branches from the

garden and paint them silver or white,

arranging them in a vase or plant pot.

Thread the eggs with lengths

of narrow ribbon and suspend

them from the branches.

DyeD
eGG

BLoWn
eGG

rIBBon

Stopper
knot

  



D•I•Y•Workshops

SaturDaY 22 MarcH

GarDenInG (autuMn)

kIDS’ workSHop Fun MoSaIcS

SaturDaY 29 MarcH

GarDenInG (autuMn)

FIre SaFetY (QLD/nt/wa)

kIDS’ workSHop Grow Your own

SaturDaY 5 aprIL

InDoor project

FIre SaFetY (nSw/VIc/taS/Sa)

kIDS’ workSHop Decorator

SaturDaY 12 aprIL

paIntInG anD pLaSterInG

kIDS’ workSHop FunwItH paInt

SaturDaY 19 aprIL

QuIck reFreSH, repaIr anD MaIntenance

kIDS’ workSHop eaSter craFt weekenD

SunDaY 23 MarcH

GarDenInG (autuMn)

kIDS’ workSHop GarDen creatureS

SunDaY 30 MarcH

GarDenInG (autuMn)

FIre SaFetY (QLD/nt/wa)

kIDS’ workSHop GarDen craFt

SunDaY 6 aprIL

InDoor project

FIre SaFetY (nSw/VIc/taS/Sa)

kIDS’ workSHop craFtS

SunDaY 13 aprIL

paIntInG anD pLaSterInG

kIDS’ workSHop FunwItH paInt

SunDaY 20 aprIL

QuIck reFreSH, repaIr anD MaIntenance

kIDS’ workSHop eaSter craFt weekenD

Our workshops are held every weekend at 11am, 12.30pm and 2pm. For specifc topics, ask in-store or go to

bunnings.com.au. If you live in South Australia, speak to a teammember about one-on-one sessions.

››Brush up your knowledge and

gain new skills with workshops

for everyone, including the kids

eLstQr Lt BuMMiMgs
Head down to your local Bunnings store on

Thursday 10 April (Wednesday 9 April in WA) from

6pm to 8pm and join in the fun at the Easter Family

Night. With a range of activities for the whole

family, it’s a night out everyone will enjoy.   
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Bring Bhe ouBside in wiBh garden-Bhemed decoraBions
you can make DIY Bo celebraBe Bhe holiday

Easter craft

words artemis gouros pICTUrEs sue ferris projECTs gema beneitez

B
unnies, baby chicks, egg hunts

and parades are all hallmarks

of a traditional Easter. With

more outdoor activities than most

holidays, this is the time of year for

garden-inspired decorations.

To give your home an Easter theme

all you need is a carton of eggs and

a few bits and pieces from the pantry

and craft aisle of the hardware store.

Egg Easket centreHiece
make a basket from 1mm thick balsa, add a base of 3mm corrugated plastic then decorate it with twine and fll it with real

grass for a living table decoration. TIp balsa is a light, fexible wood from hardware and hobby stores that is used for craft.

l1 CUT THE bAlsA to at least

600mm long, overlap the ends by

20mm and secure with staples.

TIp use a 100mm wide balsa panel.

l2 wrAp THE TwInE around the balsa

basket then tie off the ends and secure

with a dab of adhesive. Cut out C circle

of corrugCted plCstic Cs C bCse.

l3 posITIon THE CAT grAss in the

bCse of the bClsC bCsket, removing

eCch plCnt from the pot frst. trim

the cCt grCss using scissors.

renaissance HerEs 100mm Cat grass,
$4. renaissanceherEs.cIm.au

Blow out raw eggs and decorate

with water-based paints or food dye.

Wrap them in twine and nestle them

in a basket of cat grass and fowers as

a centrepiece for your Easter table.

Make an egg mobile to hang up

indoors or out and create nests of

bright, beaded eggs as decorations.

TIp For a longer-lasting centrepiece,

use artifcial grass and fowers.

balsa
wood

stapler

balsa
basket

Corrugated
plastiC

Cat
grass

sCissors

twine
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Make a simple egg basket flled

with cat grass and cut fowers as

a table centrepiece for Easter lunch.
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EaEter mobile
Dye white eggshells with food colouring, then string them up using twine

or ribbon, adding silk fowers and vintage pictures.

G
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Jewelled eggE
MaMe a nest of shredded paper to hold eggshells covered in decorative

seed and bugle beads, which can be bought from craft stores.

l1 prEpArE blown Eggs by

applying clear-drying adhesive

to one side using a paintbrush.

TIp Use PVA or a tacMy craft glue.

l3 DIp THE Eggs in a solution of 10

drops food colouring in Palf a cup of

tap water witP a teaspoon of vinegar.

TIpMaMe a wire Polder for dipping.

l1 prEpArE THE Eggs by using

a pin to maMe a Pole in tPe top to ft

tPe nozzle of a rubber bulb syringe.

MaMe a larger Pole in tPe base.

l2 DIp EAcH Egg into a bowl flled

witP beads and roll it around. Allow

to dry tPen apply glue and beads to

tPe otPer side of eacP egg.

l4 THrEAD THE TwInE or ribbon

tProugP tPe Poles in tPe dry eggs

and Mnot tPe base end. Secure SPe

eggs So SPe mobile using Sape.

l2 InsErT THE syrIngE inSo SPe Sop

Pole and squeeze SPe bulb So blow

ouS SPe egg. Rinse SPe eggsPells in

a boRl of RaSer SPen leS SPem dry.

HaJg dyed eggE frIm a Hicture frame Ir

DIx theJ add Eilk fIwerE aJd HictureE.

egg

egg
RUbbeR
SyRinge

Pin

wiRe

Dye
SolUtion

twine

bASe
knot

egg

ADheSiVe
SeeD
beADS

egg
egg

egg

  



Because you can’t turn
your back for a second.

For almost 25 years Australians have trusted MagnaLatch to keep

toddlers safe around pools.

Proudly Australian made and owned, MagnaLatch has become

the world’s best-selling pool safety gate latch. And now the new

MagnaLatch Series 3 is safer than ever.

Its patented Lost-Motion Technology and innovative magnetic

action shuts every time and stays shut. The lock can be rekeyed

to match your other door locks. And a new visible Lock Indicator

shows whether it’s locked at a glance.

With a Lifetime Warranty, MagnaLatch Series 3 is available

from good hardware stores and fencing contractors. To find out

more about the world’s most trusted gate latch, visit

World’s most trusted
pool safety gate latch.

New at-a-glance Lock
Indicator

New rekeyable lock for
extra security

Magnetic latching always
engages, can’t jam

Lifetime Warranty

Trusted to protect toddlers
for 25 years

Millions sold worldwide

Meets Australian Standards

•

•

•

•

•

•

•
www.magnalatch.com.au

  



  


